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Ben Hall unload a car of registered
The last Legislature of this Statt
local posts of the
The Geological Survey has just
bulls at this place Thursday.
The issued the following press bulletin passed an Act as prepared by CoL
Legion have already been
animals were bought in the northern in regard to mining in New Mexico: G. W. Prichard granting a charter
organized in New Mexico. So far
Santa Fe leads with the largest post.
part of the state and were taken to During the year 1918 mines in New to The Memorial Hall Association
the Hall ranch, near Dereno. Fort Mexico produced $681,000 in gold, of New Mexico to commemorate the
Mora is second, and Carrizozo third.
Sumner Review.
of silver, 8,235,000 names of the soldiers, sailors and
About 15,500 men in New Mexico
782,000 ounces
are eligible for membership.
pounds of lead, 98,300,000 pounds of marines of this State who lost their
The
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24.100.000
and
of
salesrooms
The matter
of the 'copper, and
pounds of zinc. lives in the recent great war.
General of the United States, filed
membership of the
The plan proposed is the most
Kemp Lumber Co. were burglarized The statistics for 1919 will show a
suit on behalf of Charles E. Smith, legion is clearly set out in the con- MEXICO
the night of the 10th. About $60 a j considerable decrease in the output comprehensive of any yet suggest-te- d
a very large stockholder in the Kan - jstitution adopted at the caucus m
Colt's pistol and small articles were of all metals except gold.' The Chino
and has awakened much public
sas City Title & Trust Co., against at. Louis in May as follows:,
taken trom Kemps. Only a pew Copper Co., which in 1918 produced interest. It has been thought that
that company to enjoin it from in-- 1 "AH persons shall be eligible to
HEWS REVIEW small articles were taken from Carr's 79,340,372 pounds of copper and $39,- - the Memorial Hall and appurte-plac- e.
vesting its corporate or fiduciary j membership in this organization who
732 in gold and silver, produced only nances should cost not less than two
Fort Sumner Review.
funds in farm loan bonds, which it were in the military or naval
vice of the United States during the
11,512.133
If
pounds of copper during hundred fifty thousand dollars.
just about to do.
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pumping
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pany proposes to invest its lunds
ii, ivio, Dotn dates insoutheast of Fort Sumner. pany hopes to be able to continue tuate the names of the soldiers.
largely in farm loan bonds because elusive, and all persons who served
It is 48 feet long, 8 feet deep, with a operations at 50 per cent capacity. sailors and marines who lost their
it believes they are exempt from in the military or naval services of Gettiag Ready to Can Product
every kind of tax state, city and any of the governments associated
The plant of the Pecos Valley Can 24 foot square dripping vat. Hot The Burro Mountain Branch of the! lives figihtiiig the Germans, but it
federal; whether income, surtax, in- with the United States during the ning Co., will be ready for opera- - and cold water will be supplied by Phelps Dodge Co., which in 1918 will be an edifice for the use of the
the pumping plant, for which pipe produced 53,146 tons of concentrate living as well. It is proposed that
world war, provided that they were tion hortly.
heritance or advalorem.
n
The plaintiff, as a director in the citizens ot the united Mates at the
D. J. Fitzgerald, the manager of is being laid.
averaging H v per cent copper, has the great monument itself shall
so seriously affected by the tain several sections.
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the price
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of the soldiers and
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constitutional.
n ,
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who organized the Hagerman Irri- other owners
A great Roll will he kept on which
The McFadden Bill, now before cents extra for service south of Lands for New Mesiro. He recent- - heavy initial co?t of the forms.
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gation Company. The canal supplies the House Committee on Banking 'Carlsbad
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to Loving and Malaga. This ly returned from two years service
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those who contribute to the
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effects, as bonds issued in
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alfalfa down it lias been a Counties are sending remittances as struction of the monument, will be
he taxable if the courts rlietti claimed
of the institution next month.
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past
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the law unconstitutional.
godsend to the stockmen, and pas- - their share in state and Federal aid preserved in its archives
iment of turbine and generator from
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Livestock on projects for construction and main- -'
V. Kerr of Minneapolis
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is tures are excellent.
Socorro to Monero. The matter was
ed Monday from a three weeks' trip CLASSIFICATION OF
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feet in circumference, upon the wall
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of land in Colfax county which Mr.
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figures, battle scenes on the soil of
S. V. Proudfit of general Seliginan claimed an overcharge on state some three years ago.
Mr.!"" llie ,arm o( Mr. Mossman was STTE LAND OFFICE
than two hundred appeals
RECEIVING ENQUIRIES New Mexico, including important
land office has an interesting article shipment of stage coach from Lake Kerr expects to have an office at cracked from the top to bottom by
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the weipht
water during recent
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With the price of copper steadily
the past
climbing, the quotation
week reaching 20 cents per pound,
the large surplus stocks held by the
big companies at the close of the
war are now becoming very Jlive
assets.
Large inventories of the red
metal, carried at the time the armistice was signed, and practically
unsaleable then, were considered a
heavy liability.
The Chino Copper Company, for
instance, valued copper on hand December 3, 1918, at $3386,176. At the
present price of the metal, or at
19 cents, the value figures $6,470,000,
the sum of $1,584,000 being added as
1919 profit on the metal.
From these figures it will be seen
that the copper industry is far from
seriously impaired as a result of the
sudden termination of the war, while
its future is unusually bright for a
quick return to normal conditions
and consequent greater prosperity
than ever before experienced.
The foregoing data is taken from
Haydem, Stone & Company's market
leter.

The constitutionality of the Federal Farm, Loan Act of 1916 was attacked in a suit filed in the Federal
CoUrt at Kansas City July 21, 1919.
Frank Hagerman of Kansas City
and William Marshall Bullitt of
Louisville, Ky.. formerly Solicitor
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Women and Children Drowned.
Silver City, V M. Mrs. 4'andclarie
Call an, l. f Hurley, X. U and nlm
children ere drowned when a wagn
In which they were riding was swept
Ramon
away in a swollen stream.
Oalvan, the woman's bnstwind, had
started on a trip, accompanied hy hi
family. After ctwsing the crrck, th
team stalled on the grade and backet
Into the mater. A torrent four feet
Btrock the wagon, lifting off the
feed and overturning It
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1 Can Talk

in a Way to the Na
tives, Declares Professor
Garner.

LURES MALE TO DEATH
Professor Imitates Call of Female and
Secures Specimen of Strange AnimalSpends Over Two
Years in Congo.

at Taaseling Time. Cultivator Shovel
Natural Distribution of Corn Root
Shows That Only by Shallow Cul tlvation Will tha Root Escape Injury.
Board Retta en Soil Surface.
by the United State Department of Agriculture.)
Corn is sometimes Injured more
than aided by cultivation, say specialists in the United States department
of sericulture.
Flaw deep while sluggards sleep;
And you shall have corn to sell and to
(Prepared

keep.

Is excellent advice when preparing
the soli for planting, but Is bad practice after the plants have attained any
Some successful
considerable size.
growers, who have averaged 100 bushels of shelled corn to the acre on hundreds of acres, say the best single cultivation they can give their corn is
one eight or ten Inches deep Just before planting. But after the corn Is
up, each succeeding cultivation should
be shallower than the last.
Methods of cultivation in one section of the country differ greatly from
Fnrmers
those in another section.
should not cease trying to learn better methods because of these differences. The most valuable information
can be obtained from unprejudiced observant corn growers of many yean'
experience.
Purpose of Cultivation.
The main purposes of cultivation are
to prevent weed growth, surface run
off and the loss of moisture by evaporation. Troper cultivation should secure these results regardless of the
specific means used. Some of the most
successful corn growers practice freEarly cultiquent early cultivation.
vations will stimulate the growth of
the young corn plants by aerating and
warming the soli. They will also check
injury from worms, Insects and moles.
Harrows or weeders should be used
before the corn is up or while It Is
small enough to permit their use.
While the plants are small, narrow
shovels that do not throw much soil,
or disk cultivators set to throw the
soil from the corn should be used.
Fenders are desirable to prevent covering or Injuring the small plants.
Many tests of deep and shallow cul
-
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HELPED BY SOLDIERS
Returning From Overseas
Are Going Back to Farms.

Men

Makes
Department of Agriculture
Careful Survey In Army Camps-Sh- ew
That Majority of Farmer Will Resume Work.
(Prepared by the United States Depart'
ment of Agriculture.)
The majority of soldiers who enter
ed the army from the farms are returning to them immediately after receiving their discharges from military
duty. This furnishes the brightest
pot In a situation that la not yet entirely satisfactory, but that promises
steady improvement, although there
Is still no indication of a decided
movement back to the farm by men
who were attracted from
tion work by high wag?s In Indus
trial pursuits.
Careful surveys made In army
camps by the department's farm help
specialists of the department of agri
culture furnish ample proof to re
fute statements that have appeared
In the press that from 75 per cent
to 90 per cent of the men who were
called by the army from the farms
are not returning to them. In a Vir
ginia camp the specialists found that
during the first three weeks in April
9&2 per cent of such men discharged
actually returned to the farms. During the week ending April 5 the
specialists 'Interviewed 2,021 men at
this camp. It was found that 633
were from farms and all but IS of
that number intended to return. During the following week 2,108 men
were interviewed. It was found that
691 were from farms and all but 14
The next week
intended to return.
.Of this
TIB men were Interviewed.
amber 364 bad formerly been employed on farms, and all but S Intended to return.
These figures are the actual result
of personal Interviews with each man-I- t
was found also that a number of
those who had previously been engaged in other occupations expressed
a desire to take up farming. During
food-produ- c

Poultry Hotiee Faces South.
In most localities the poultry house
should fsce the Month, as this Insures
th frreatet amount of sunlight durProper ventilation
ing the winter.
ii nd sunlight mean a dry house and
i-

.

bird.

.

Keep Little Turkeys Dry.
The important point la caring for
'ule tqrkeys is to keep them dry, keep
iViji free from lice and mites, feed
TV m lightly, and give green food and
a- - ma
food of some kind.
1

tlvation have been made and results
In favor f shallow cultivation. Occasions when deep cultivation is preferuble are few.
The
roots of the plants must not be broken.
They will produce other roots, but at
the expense of vitality and food sup-

are decidedly

ply.

After the corn is two or three feet
high, the soil even in the middle of the
rows should not be cultivated leeper
than four Inches, and usually a shallower cultivation will prove better.
Mulntaln a loose soil mulch two or
three inches thick. This prevents the
escape of moisture already In the soil
and soaks up the rainfall rather than
letting it run off.
Proper Cultivation.
Cultivate often enough to keep down
weeds and to maintain constantly a
loose soil mulch until the corn has
More cultivareached Its growth.
tions will be needed If ruins are frequent. The crust which forms after
every rain must be broken and pulverized or excessive run-of- f
or evaporation will soon rob the soil of Its moisture.
It is a mistake to think that the
longer the dry spell the more frequent should be the cultivations. After
the mulch has been produced, it frequent stirring la not necessary unless
weeds become troublesome.
Many
crops are cut short by stopping cultivation because the corn Is too tall to
use a double cultivator without breaking down the stulks. If conditions demand it, continue shallow cultivation
even though the com is tasseling. It
Is sometimes profitable to remove
weeds even by. the costly process of
hand labor at as late a dute as the
silking of the corn.
Under some conditions six or eight
cultivations are advisable, while under other conditions three may be sufficient. The maximum yield Is not obtained by the number of cultivations,
but hy keeping the soil in the proper
condition.
the three weeks mentioned 2 per cent
of the men discharged and who wer
not farming when they entered the
army Intended to take up farming.
Of the 1.8 per cent of the soldiers
who had been on farms previous to
entering the army, and who did not
Intend to return, the reason given
by 1 per cent was that the men were
disabled and therefore unable to do
heavy farm work. At least half of
this number are taking up vocational
courses in agriculture which will fit
them for a class of farm work which
does not require hard physical effort
the entire remaining
Practically
s
per cent hud been farming with their parents or were tenants and considered It too late to
farm this yesr, a other help had
been secured.
A similar report from the farm
help specialist In charge of the work
at Camp Gordon, Ga., shows tbnt
during 4 weeks In April 3,201 farmers
were discharged from that camp. Of
that number 83 were directed to situation on the farms In Georgia,
while 2,342 said they were returning
to their Jobs or homes on the farms,
and the remaining 806 did not desire
to go back to farm work.
At another camp 30 farmer were
personally Interviewed and 29 stated
that they were going back to the
farm Immediately on receipt of their
discharges.
eight-tenth-

New York. Prof. R. L. Garner, nat
uralist and student of monkeys, return
ed recently with four tons of spec!
mens for the Smithsonian Institution
In Washington and a description of
an anlmul, a cross between a gorilla
and a chimpanzee, which lie avers
was of such high Intelligence that it
could talk to a limited degree to na
tives In the French Congo.
The naturalist said he had spent two
years and seven months in the French
Congo In the interests of the Smith
sonlan Institution.
Region Called "Infested."
"In all my travels through the Jun
gles I have never come across such
a strange animal as the talking go
rilla," he suld. "I first heard of the
beast from natives In the Congo, who
said that a certain region was Infested
with the animals, with which they had
learned to talk after a fashion."
Professor Garner said he Induced
four natives to accompany him to the
habitat of the animals. lie said he
found they had told the truth and he
himself set about to learn to talk to
the monkeys, which, in the dark, could
be taken for natives.
Lures Mai to Death.
One night several of the man apes
approached the edge of the village am'
littered a strange call which sounded
like
Professor Garner
said. This, he declared, was the call of
"Waa-hooa,-
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Colorado, New
Utah, Nevada and Southern
California It would be safer to
Wyoming, Montana and Idaho

the male for Its mate. Interpreted, It
The an'
meant : "Where are you?"
wering call, given usually by a fe
male, is "Ahoonhoo," meaning, as Pro

fessor Garner said, "Here I am."
Professor Garner said he spent
weeks perfecting himself In Imitating
the call of the female. Then one night
he answered the call of a male ape,
and, to his surprise, the animal bound'
ed briskly over the ground to where
he stood, with his rifle In hand. He
said he shot the animal and brought
Its body back with him.
The ape, he said, was more than
six feet tall and weighed 200 pounds.
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Smuggler Copies From the "Double- Barreled Detective," but It
Doesn't Werk.

Pittsburgh. Mark Twain's stateDetec
ment in the "Double-Barreletive," that "the best way to throw a
detective off the track is to go along
with him," was put Into practice recently by an unidentified smuggler on
the Standard Oil tanker Royal Arrow,
on her arrival at San Francisco from
Hongkong.
When the customs inspector board
ed the tanker to search for contra'
Bund, they followed the custom of going to a vacant stateroom to change
their uniforms for searching clothes.
They first searched this room and then
started to Inspect the vessel.
Finding nothing, they returned to
the stateroom to change back Into
their uniforms and were surprised to
Make spray while the sun shines.
note evidences of the room having been
occupied during their absence. An exA small garden well cared for Is far amination resulted in the, discovery of
better than a large garden neglected,
a heavy roll of pongee silk and a valuable silk kimono in the locker.
Manure should If possible be spread
early, but when crops are to be planted
"Corpse" Suddenly Revives.
late It may be advisable to spply maParis, Texas. While relatives of
nure.
Mrs. R. P. Baker were making arfor her funeral here, folTomatoes' trained to stakes do Dot rangements
lowing a report from 8tratford, Okla,
yield quite as much as In bush form, that she was dead there, a son, R. H.
but the fruit Is better colored and
Baker, here, received a message from
larger.
physicians that Mrs. Baker had "sudcome to life." The message said
All cereals should be kept in dry, denly
had pronounced Mrs.
that
d
storerooms. Damp, dark Bakerphysicians
but It wss later discovered
dead,
cellars should never be used for stor that she was breathing. It Is believed
ing foods.
she will recover.
d

Keeping a machine or vehicle in
good repair and well oiled not only In
creases its efficiency, but lessen tha
power required ia aslng It.
e
Plumbing Is becoming a necessity la
both city and country homes, not only
for comfort and convenience, but even
more for health and cleanliness.
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satisfaction these days. For Frank
Luke, Sr., of Phoenix hus got the Congressional Medal of Honor posthumously awarded to Lieut. Frank Luke,
Jr. Oh, yes, It was presented with
proper ceremonies at the Arizona state capltol in
Phoenix by Brig. Gen. H. R. Hlckok, Governor
But the main
Campbell and other dignitaries.
thing Is that the nit'dtil was awarded and is uow
where Is belongs. And the fighting men of this
western country are mixed In their feelings divided between grief that they can no longer wish
their pet flyer "Happy Landings" and prido that
he so well represented them thut he was the first
flying olllter to get the Congressional Modal of
Honoi.
Moreover, the mystery of Luke's fate that for
tnuny months kept nil the flighting men of this
western country on the lookout for news of Mm
Is now solved. Ami these western lighting men
are now doubly proud that their nlr hero "died
with his Loots on" that his grand finale was fittingly glorious unci a heroic as was his whole
meteoric career.
Eighteen Hun pluncs and balloon In seventeen
days Is part of Luke's oltlclul record. "And balloons!" Yes, balloons. Don't make the mistake
of thinking lightly of an aviator destroying a
balloon. Itegulurs, marines, nntlonul gunrils, national army, doughboys, artillerist., engineers all
have their heroes, nut don't overlook the airmen
when apportioning honors. Ami If there Is iiny
war business more dangerous than combating
enemy airplanes It is destroying enemy observation balloons. The quullty of the )oh is Indicated
hy the German practice of crediting with two victories every pilot who strafed a balloon. And
maybe this Is why strafing balloons was the
chosen buMneit and specialty of Frank Luke.
Here's a glimpse of what Lieut. Frank Luke's
comrades think of his work: The other day J.
Loy Maloney returned to the Chicago Tribune
staff. He hud a pair of R. M. A. wings and three
gold overseas service chevrons, and his pilot book
shows 330 hours In the sir, 1.10 of which were over
the lines. He was with the famed 94th aero
squadron Eddlo IMckenharker's own. He was
pressed for "news" of bis exploits.
"Well, I didn't do a darn thing, but I can tell
you a story about a hero a real hero, the bravest
man In the war," said Maloney.
"His name was Frank Luke, Jr, he lived In
Phoenix, Ariz., Iwfore the war and he wss probably the most brilliant flyer we had.
"He would fly over our balloon officer and
drop a note telling them he would knock down
a blimp at a certain time and at that time down
would come the bag.
"On Luke's last trip up he made the most
sensational flight In history. He had dropped a
note saying two German balloons would be crashed. They were, and then his air went bad and
he had to pump by hand, which means handling
the stick, the gas and all the guns with one hand.
II saw two Fokkera knock down an American
scout, so he went up and knocked down the
bodies. On his way back he saw seven Frenchmen trying to get a hug German triplane. Luke
got the ship, but shrapnel stopped his motor.
Below was Germany and
"Down he went.
German troops. That 20 year old kid dove the
ship over the marching columns of boche troops
and turned his machine gun loos on them, knowing he would be a prisoner.
"But he killed eight men. then set his ship
down on the ground and whipped out his automatic. He hit three boches when they came up
to capture him and tbey bumped him off.
"When be died he had eighteen victories to
his credit snd was keeping Rick humping."
This l the Judgment of a trained newspaper
man, used to getting facts, appreciating their
value, and sizing up men.
Perhaps nobody Is better able to ten the truth
about Luke than the man who commanded his
so brilsquadron In the fighting In which he took
liant a nart. That man. Harold B. Hartney, now
a lieutenant colonel and chief of gunnery In the
his first Impression or mm
air service, describes
.
,
...
w . -as thst or s youin rm iu ...illU.
iuii,t". htnuia
sod fair, with a strong Jaw and hair brushed back
from a broad, high forehead."
Luke was 20 years old when ne enterea ine
service. He wss trained at tne vniveniiy k
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Hunt Fee Ball Led te Thief's Loot.
A MISAPPREHENSION.
Belolt, Wis. A baseball, that bound
ed from the hands of a small boy and
that their flrat
are so retfe-veK-.
rolled beneath aa anused building, led
was I correct."
American
flag
the
Idea
of
merto the recovery of $2,000 worth of
"What was their first Idea T
chandise here. The goods were fonnd
that when It came to be planted
Ai.
WJ , t.M.i.i
u'
within 100 feet of the store from which
they would see stars and
over
German
territory
they had been stolen.
feel stripes."
Cat.
WHERE FRANCE LEADS WORLD.
Dust the currant bushes with pari
"
Boston. A
cat, with at
Franrw Is ranreroe. It well may
.Mhitactnea
lime a sooa as ear for
green and
broke up a coo
France there would hsre
without
the currant worm begins Its work. cert heremusic, nearly
be
eald
thst
during the playing of Wag been no Gothic architecture.
The catnearais or
ara ner'a music.
Put this on when the bush
The cat raised Its voice
says case Hu
are
vvlvaled,
olst.
absolutely
France
Cshera raised It the rest of the way
-T-
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Kravn HraUtralloa OBWr, Nrul.kalrau,
Area Siu. 1.
To I lilrf Air Mrrvlre, A. K. V.
liravv, l ikmni Amvrlraa Aviator.
Subjrcli
1. falls of Ihla aertlre have Iwralrat thr ajrava of
aa uukaona aviator, killed oa Sunday, Nralember
2N), 1BIM, la the villas
of Morvni iMruacl.
2. From the lnaptloa ot the arrave and later
of Ida Iowa I tar follow
view arid nil a lubaullaala
la laforaialloa naa Iraraed la rrard to the hrro-lai- u
of tala aviator. Kmj aaalalaar r you raa furalak
Idratlfr Ihla
aa that will raable aa ta proH-rlbodr will be arrallr aparrrlated. The follow la(
thla
laforaiatloai
fur
la
alalav
ui
might aaalat you
of medium
Heportrd aa havlaar Usht hair, rouoa, bjr
ha
t
aad
alature.
hravr
Hrportrd
brisk
that prrvioua to brln klllrd thla maa
Oerniaa balloons, two Uermaa
brought down thrre band
aad dropped
homba, klllrd eleven (,rr
plaara,soldiers
and wounded a auuiber of others.
maa
Ua waa wouaded himself la the ahoulder, aad
evidently had to mahe a forced laadla, aad upon
Innrilna opened Are with bla nutoutalle nnd fouaht
antll he waa killed. It la alao reported that lha
l.ermaaa took hla ahoes, Iraalaa, aad money, leav
laic hla grave uaiunrkrd.
CIIKNTF.H K. STATRV,
Cnpt. of Infaatry, u. II. H. omcer.
From

Mexico,
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ucon
daccikir
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Talk to Natives.
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AFFHMVIT.
The undersigned, living la th town of Marvaus,
of
the
Mruae, ertly to have aeea. aa
department
evening, aa
the XSIh day of September, lllle, tonard
eaeadrllle of
Amerlcaa aviator, followed ay an
I. In), nenr Hun
fiermana. In tha dlreetloa of verllt-nlltownrd
deaeend auililenly nnd
the earth, then alralahlrn out rloae to the ground,
near
llrlrra
of
the
Farm,
dlrerllon
In
Sew
the
nnd
rapllve halluoa,
Unulroa, where he found a lirrmnl
wbla-be burard. Following thla be Sew toward
Mllly (Meuae), where he found another bnlloonl
r
whleh he alao burnrd. In "pile of an Incraannt
There he wnn np
directed naalaat hla marhlne.
wounded hy a ahot It red from rnpld-Sr- e
parrnlly
rnnnon. From there he cume hnek overalxMurvnus,
killed
(iermaa
nnd allll wllh hla machine gun
more.
aoldlrra and wounded many nnd
out of hla
be
landed
got
thla
Following
a
at
hla
Ihlrat
aearby
quench
undoubtedly to aome
gone
flfty yarda, when, aeelng
atrram. He had
him, atlll had the atrrnglh
the liermnns come toward
nnd n
to drnw bla revolver to defend blmaelf.
after fell dead, following- a serloua wound
received la tha cheat.
the nermaa comCertify equally to have aeea
to have alrnw placed
mandant of the village refuae
the drnd aviator to the villa the cart carrying
cemetery. Thla aame officer drove away noma
lage
women bringing a sheet to nerve aa a abroad foe
the bud ft "Uet thnl aat
the hero, aadaaanld, hlrklag
quick aa poaatble."
of my way
took away the aire
Tha aest day the l.ermaaa
nlaae, and the lahabltaata alaa aaw another Ann.
Scan avlatnr Sy very low aver the Iowa, apparently
dlsnppenred aviator.
looking for the
of the following labnbltantat
Slgnaturea Heue
Colin, Aaguato Cuny, Henry (In.
Ferton,
Palocbe, Richard
tnve, Eugeao Cullae, Odlle
Victor, Valratln Hurra, fiaatave fiarrn. Icon
Henry, Cert la Delbart, Gabriel Oldler, Camilla
Theaederalgaed themaelvea placed the aedr af
be aviator aa the wagoa aad eaaduetrd It (a the
IVft-iiae-

ml-ehl-

ma-mr- at
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Texas, at Rockwell Field, at Issoudun and at
Cazeuux, In France; Joined the 27th aero squadron
near Chateau-Thierrlate In July, 1018; had an
Insatiable appetite for flying, defied all rules of
formation and safety In the air.
"If any layuiau or landsman reading the history of Luke's career is Inclined to funry that
balloon strafing is an easy trick, no experienced
pilot shares that Illusion," says Colonel Hartney.
"In reality It Is the most dangerous exploit any
man In any branch of the service can undertake.
The concentration of
fire from the
ground make It much more hazardous than other
On every occasion of such attempts
fighting.
Luke's machine was literally riddled with bullets
and twice he was compelled to abandon his airplane and break In a new one.
"Here Is a sample of the work Luke did : September 15, 1918, the enemy succeeded in getting
another balloon up at Ilolnvllle, and a second at
Bois d'HIngry. Luke had been watching like a
hawk this area, and the moment a balloon ascended
he spotted It and returned to his own aerodrome
with data and an apiieal to be allowed to destroy It.
"Before Luke went out on that afternoon, therefore, new tactics were decided upon. Three friendly escorting patrols of five machines were to dart
to Luke's rescue, timed to arrive at the objective
00 seconds after Luke. Our balloons were advised
by courier that at 5 :05 that afternoon Luke would
shoot down the Bolnvllle balloon and asked to be
on the lookout. Almost to the second Luke was
perceived diving homeward, with a formation of
flv enemy Fokker sitting on his tall snd s burning balloon falling In the background. He managed to dodge the fire of the enemy and landed on
his own side of the line snd not far from the most
advanced American troops. Those on the ground
thought that he was lost. He had, in fact, landed
to get his own bearings and those of the second
balloon, which he had seen at a distance.
"Without getting out of his machine, without
even stopping his motor, careful only of hidden
shell holes which might smash his undercarriage,
be took off skillfully from ground which was never
Intended as a taking-of- f
place for airplanes and
made straight for the balloon at Itols d'HIngry.
"Without escort and with no companion, at exactly 20 minutes after shooting down his first
balloon, the second fell actually under the noses
of the enemy formations near by.
"Later observing north of Verdun and east of
the Meuse an attempt to send up another balloon.
One haa only to menbert In World's Work.
tion the names of Notre Dsme de Paris. Bourges,
Reims, Chart res, Rouen, Amiens, Beauvais and
Coutance to bring up memories of miracles of
creative design which no words ran fittingly
characterize or describe.
Wonder of constructive Ingenuity as they are,
tbey have as a yet more supreme significance an
evidence of the refinement and taste of a people
Instinct with emotion and ennobled by idealism
In Its most exalted phase. These great buildings
give expression to the spiritual aspirations of a
great people.
Tbey are constructions of superb scale aLd
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be hurried back to his squadron and begged to be
ordered to go out In the dusk of the evening, surprise nnd destroy It.
"It was found that his machine was not In condition for this flight. Luke got another airplane,
and, though he was unfamiliar with this machine
and uncertain of the reliability of Its motor, he
determined to risk It for night flying.
"With express Instructions not to attempt to go
down on the balloon until 7:50, Luke left his home
field at Rembercourt, accompanied hy Wehner. As
before, and precisely at 7:fH) In the dusk of tha
eveulng, his comrade on the aerodrome watched
the balloon full In flames, giving Luke hi third
official victory of the day.
'I have all the details of his meteoric career.
For his glorious work on September 20, 1918, the
day of his death, he was awarded the medal. He
started out to destroy three Hun observation balloons. When nearly overhead he was attacketl by
ten enemy machines. He engaged all of thera
and crashed two of the ten. Then
he tlropix'd out of control, aa It seemed, but most
likely only pretending to be so. When he reached
the level of the balloons he shot them down one
after another In flumes all three of them. The
guns were very busy about the second balloon. After that he disappeared."
Tlie Americans made every effort to solve the
The report of
mystery of Luke's disappearance.
Captain Staten and the affidavit of citizens of
Murvaux given herewith, show the situation of
one stage of the proceedings.
The remains of the Intrepid air fighter were
buried close by In a grave marked as that of an "Unknown American aviator." It was stripped, as the
Germans thought, of everything that would Identify It. but they overlooked a wrist watch, which
was found later and sent to the identification
bureau at Paris-The- n
Captain F. W. Zinn of the air service
went to Murvaux and made an investigation
which seemed to prove conclusively that the body
was that of Lieutenant Luke.
single-hande-
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fascinating beauty, embellished hy tracery and
arabesque, carving and Inlay, stained glass, tapestry, bronze and Iron of marvelous craftsmanship
and exquisite design. They are the product of a
thousand years of faultless taste, the contribution
of Innumerable thousands of craftsmen devoted
to the glory of God and the love of France.
Brigjts What made you "O silent at our gathering the other evening?
Grigirs Why, confound it all! I had a particularly funny story, had forgotten the exact
point, and was trying to remember It.
Briggs Why didn't you ask us Life.
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in Iowa the wheat, rye and taken charge of the National Tuber-cor- n
ed out a couple of immense gaso- acre-lan- d
line tank that had been installed
fields of this mesa at present culosis Sanitorium at Alamogor Jn
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Government bureaus are stubborn Hut all such land' should he subject
Work began last week on the buildla then read the second time and things. They always object lo
any to reervation of mineral and coil ing whith will be erected at Gallup
considered as in Committee of the change in method.
and prospec ting and mining ho,
for a moving picture theatre by
Fred Mutte and Giles Master. The
building will cover a ground spare
of 40 feet front by 103 feet depth
with a seating capacity of about 700
The theatre will be completed by the
middle of October.
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The History is a splendidly and clearly written resume
of the War occupying twenty full pages in the book. It is
written in chapters,, one chapter for each year of the war.
The Peace Congress Work is fully covered by the final
chapter of the History. It includes the Final Peace Terms
to Germany and a boiled down resume of League of Nations.
Over 70 fine official Photooranris of War Scenes art
scatteredi.ithroughout the book.' and it is nrinted on heavv amel paper, the front cover being engraved in four colors.
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The jewelry store of E. Tarke
Sellard in the postoffice building was
entered Sunday night by burglars
and valuables to the amount of $200
The thieves entered by forcstolen.
ing open the door Gallup

Why Not Obtain
Expert Battery Service ?
operate a thoroughly equipped service Mation lor
f testing and repairing automobile starting mid lighting
battcrit s. Uring us your troubles. We guarantee courteous treatment and prompt intelligent service.
We recharge and inspect any make of battery. Ii your
I
jttcry requires repairs, we will make them and guarantee
iur work for 8 months on an adjustment basis.
"The longer we male your present battery last the
surer we are of eventually selling you a new one. "
We sell only the I 'SL the battery with the exclusive
machine-pasteplates. Sold only on a 15 months guaran-tee- d
adjustment plan.
nd every VSL comet lo us
which
meant you obtain m brand new,
battery.
"Dry-Charge-

factory-perfe-

Samite
Phone 96W

d."

ct

Fe Motor Co.,
Water (& Seligman Sts.

The New Mexico
Company's stock af building material, of
which Antonio Usnik was formerly
proprietor was sold at public auction a few days ago at Gallup. Geo.
Bubany was the purchaser the consideration being $12,000. This stock
is made up of excellent lumber and
building material of all kinds.
Guy Dunning, a brick-laywho
was working for R. F. Yoder at
Crown Toint was the victim of a
terrible accident a few days ago,
when lie fell from a cliff about
seventy feet high and was instantHis aged father and a
ly killed.
party of people was with him when
the accident occurred. His mother
came from Kinsman, Arizona, to at
tend the funeral, which was held
from that Indian village

zjo aff-- tfoar round soft drink
--

mm

er

Deserter Beat It
Pedro Martin left Gallup last week
for parts unknown, just before a
warrant was issued for his arrest
for deserting his wife and nine
children in Albuquerque in March.
Since that time she (has received
nothing towards the support of her-

self and children. The woman is in
destitute circumstances, having no
means of support and only one of
her children is old enough to earn
anything.
They arrived in Gallup
a tew day ago.
Daily Floods Cense Damafe
The daily floods coming down the
Rio Putwc have caused considerable
week Bridges
damage for the
have been washed ont in the mountains and at VVingate station the
water rose to a point where it float- -
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apprehended by the police authori- may exceed that amount.
Magda- - j Fiae Hereford Built Arrive
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ties at Raton the first of the week lena has been one of the largest
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E'jXWtf. SWtfNW. SV4. Sc.
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H. A. Fnnke, the meeting was called try will he the mining center of.-tin
of
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the successful bidder must pay for the X'.SU
Then, 'He said, the sergeant took
big harvest of all kinds of grain this to order
I'nited States.
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1; All of
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better than an average crop.
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for land
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ly to unite upon ways and means
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"No he
so full of FtExcept
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, W., containing lKf.i? acre. The itnprove-piof placing before the outside world, Canon, near the road camp
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v.lmli will pnivide a dressing room bullets thatinsisted,
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they decided that I must the aaccraaful bidtlt--r must pay to the
htiililinfts,
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the great natural resources of the Wednesday to attend two women tor the swimmers.
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talc,
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value J'FnmiTO.
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Valencia,
traveling hy
tank,
tor tne land, tour
price ottered by mim
Brief talks along these lines were who were seriously hurt by the overSix fine Jersey heifer
takes, Moral Turn Off the Lights
Heavy Rains Reported
No hid on the ahove
per cent interest in dancc for the ba)
frvn will
The Chaperito postmaster reports made by several prominent citizens. turning of the vehicle. One receiv- which were purchased by the chilance of tucb purr-for
than THRKF
price, fees for ad he .Trrcotf.l
That
man
from
young
Albuquerverttsini and appraisement and all costs
l
prr acre, winch n the
heavy rains down the Gallinas val- - A committee was appointed to work ed a broken arm and the other a dren of the Sedan Calf Club arrived que stayed very late again last night, .rcidrnti
to the tale herein, each an ill
nn.l in aiMition
value tlv
lev the river high and dangerous toia'mR these lines and big results are serious gash on the head Washouts last week and were delivered to the daughter,
of said amounts must be deposited in cash
thr kiii eWu! hiil lr miit pav for the
in me canon in everv direction nave owners who reside in the Sedan
cross. 1 he incoming mail carrier was expecien.
certified exchange at the time ot sale improvrnr-ntthat exist on
"Yes papa;
lan!.
was showing him my or
xtnd which said amounts and stl of them
nut the roads in very bad shape
neighborhood.
compelled to miss Lai I.iendre on'
cards."
are subject to forfeiture to the State o(
picture
nhove
of lan !
The
he
pot
ill
iTaos
inhject
News.
Valley
account of dangerous river cross- Prominent Attorney Moves
the following terms and ontlitionn, via
"Well, the next time he wants to New Mexico, if tbe successful bidder dor f
Jack Lauhart has taken ihatge of siav
execuie a contract within thirty day
ing.
Heavy rains also about Mora.
hull some ol my not
Attorney Matt Fowler, formerly of
show
late,
after it has been aosiled to him by the
T!ir
iiccmful ti!tcr mint nnv to ihe
the 40,0l() acre ranch of John
The mail carrier reports "that he the firm of Vellacott & Fowler of
light bills from the Santa Fe Light State Land Office, said contract to pro- rommiBdinner
of PuMic I.an.U tr hi
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mail over there on horseback.
Las Vegas Optic.

Bridegroom Short of Cash
Local police authorities are on the
of a man named Johnson who
on Saturday passed a bad check for
the sum of $10 on Chas. Greenclay.
Johnson and his bride came to I.n
Vegas from the northern part of
the state to spend their honeymon.
The groom evidently ran short of
funds and adopted the old scheme
of passing worthless paper.
The
couple left for parts unknown SatLas Vegas Optic.
urday night.

Threatened to

Kill Dawson
R. D. Robinson, of Oklahoma

City,
corro. where lie has opened up a
'law office in the J. C. Fitch build- ling in that city. Attorney Fowler
has practiced law in Silver City for
the past twelve years ami has hand-traled a number of important cases.
He is considered one of the ablest
attorney's in the state.
So-th-

il

j

Over a Million Pounds of Wool
Wool has been coming into Magdalena by the truck and wagon load
quite rapidly for the past thirty
days, and at the present time tfiere
is considerably over l.OOO.OlO pounds
in storage in our warehouses.
It
is estimated that the full shipments
front here this season will be over
a million and a half pounds, and

'

bought

from Haley and lames

ompany."
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home-grow-

option
purchaser may at
payments of not less than
thirtieth of ninety-fivper cent of the purchsse price at any time after the sale and
prior to theof expirstion of thirty years from
the date
the contract and to provide
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
the expiration of thirty years from the
date of the contract with interest on deterred payments at the rate of four per cent
per annum payable ia advance on tbc an niversary ot the date of the contract, partial payments to be credited on tbe anniversary of the date of the coat r set next
follow inr the date of tender.
make

An Explanation Needed
Important Action Taken
On Wednesday of last week
Probably the most important ac"You'd bettel marrv me " pie. I the
tion taken by the Bean Growers'
hay crew finished pulling Koswell viuitli "eligible men are
of
of
best
alfalta
the
association at the annual convention up one
crops
srarre,
was to request the department of ever grown on the Cimarron
'1 Minposc
could offer that as
an explanation,"
agriculture, through New Mexico's
said the Carbbad
ALBRIGHT IS PERPETUAL
congressmen, to take atept to prekhI ref lectlvely.
bevent Asiatic grown beans from
Twelve rases uf small pox ate
(Albuquerque Journal)
ing marketed in the I'nited States
Col. Albright has again changed p
as a
in Albuquerque,
product. The imfour new
It
his
in
is
name
inferior
of
beans
much
the
are
paper.
tmwi,
ported
appearing! this week.
New
in
Mex
New
Mexico
those
the
to
State
Republican
grown
quality
ico and other bean producing! states, and seems to be quite as much alive
iim tm an
Hisiiller
are making
and the growers here would have as the New Mexico Weekly Dem- I, iv
chtfmirnf
of
iskey to
the Asiatic beans sold to the puh. ocrat was dead. The demise ol tht Hifopr.
1 he
lax of
government
lie under the trade name of Ihe Democrat leave!
Colonel Albright $rt.40 a gal Inn j not require! on
country from which they originated with a monopoly of the wetkly poli- whiskey exported, there, beinf? only
tical field in Albuquerque.
Mnttntainair Independent.
a rharpe of ten rents a barrel for
n

j
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The sale of land selected for ihe Sants
Fe snd Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder

such
hnMinir
aiV,
onr. twin tic (h of the
price off. rd hy him for the lan l. - (tii
fn'r cent intercut in advance for throf auch purchase price, fees for ;.diini ainl ;ijipr;ii' mi nt ami all costs
iticiMi iit.il to lh
herein, each an i Ml
of anM amounts nuit he
in cab
or certified exchange at the time of sile
jind which sai.l nnintinth an ! all of th m
to f .rfi if ure to the
;re mhjVct
tste of
New M- xico, if the
(icceifii hidd r I...-n ff infract
not
within ihirtv days
;ift( r it hat he n mailed to him hy the
Sate Land Offirr, said contract to pro-frthe date of the contract and to pro
vide that the jmrcha S'T may at hi a op
ion nvike tiaymenti of not (
than one
thirtie'h of ninety-fivper cent of :he
purth;ise price at any time after the a?le
and prior to the rxpiratin of thirty years
vide for the payment of any unpaid balance
at the expiration of ihirt y years from the
date of the contract with interest on deferred payments at the rate of four per
payable in advance on the
cnt per annum
anniversary of the date of the contract,
partial payments to he credited on the anniversary of the date of the contract iet
following the date of tender.
The ahove sale of land will he puM.-c- i
.to valid existing rights, rssrtnrnti, rights
01 way
ana reservations.

of the nurcbste
ihe time of sale,
.offered by bna lor tbc land, lour
pricecent
interest in advance for the balance
per
of such purchase price and will be required to eaccnte a contract providing for
the payment of the balance of aucb purchase price ia thirty equal annual instalthe stamp
ments with interest on all deferred pay
meats at tbe rate of four per cent per
annum in advaacc, payments and interest
The ronrhirtoretfei
that were, due
on October first, of each year.
(tressed into service to rim the
The above sale of land will be subject
Mreet car in Allmqiierque last fall,
existing rights, easements, rights
ttrr sticking to their jobs, though to valid snd
All mine rat right
in the shive described
reservations.
I ht
lan. Is are reservrd to the State.
union ha fqtieterf that they
eve v av lo men. They say they All mineral rights in the above des- The rnmmiminner of Public Lands or his
cribed lands are reserved to the State.
t f( money and earn better
pay as
aient h'tl'ling mi h sale ti serves the riiiht
all bi la offered at siid
nhifiTtntrtte than at anythingrtse
The Commissioner of Public Lands or bis to r jt 1 1 any an-sale.
'hr know how to do.
agent holding such ssle reserves the right
to reject say and all bids offered at said
Piisiiesktnn utiilfr contract of sale for the
sale.
;ttiove descrilied trarts will be given on or
"lnvt about the time our well
UCIotier 1st,
oelnre
N
Possession
ot
lot
in
under
contracts
sale
we
"tnr
expert the govern-meri- t the above described tracts will be
givet
will step in and takt? over the on
U'itneni my h in ! an.f the official smI
or before October 1st, 1919.
Office of the Slate ot
oil production,"
.f the Stme
ay the Ft. Sum-nWitness my band and the official seal New Mi n m, ii,, tint.! .lay ot July, 1 '19
Review
of the State Land OMice of the State of
N. A FIELD,
New
twenty-eighday of May,
Ci'inmihsiuiK r of Public I.an-lsLand Commissioner N. A. Field 1919. Mexico, this
of New Mexico.
State
A.
N.
dnl make a statement regarding the
FIELD,
First Pulilir;ition July 11, 119.
Commissioner of Public Lands
a!e of land AugnM 12th in Santa
State of New Mexico L.il ruliliratixn .September 19, I19.
Ft County. It will be ,oM in tracts First Publication
May JO, 1919.
bs has been stated in the official Last Publication August I, 1919.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
unfit rs of the sale
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A few boxes of medium
ffrade typewriter carbon paper, purple or black,
for sale, postage paid to any New
Mexiro address, at $1.75 per box
I Ofl
ANo a few boxe of
sheets,
pemil carbon, blue, at $1.50. State
Santa
Record,
Fe, N. M.
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Worth tMi.nn Wishes to nurry, ber 30th, 1'19. in the town of Portales,
,
Cojiity of Rctonvelt, State of New Mx-icnjy league, Toledo, Ohio.
,
n front of the court house
tlic ft Hewing drscnted tracts of land, t;
42.
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Every tin of Velvet Tobacco makes
45 great big cigarettes. You can save
money if you make your cigarettes
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comes in a tin so that it is always
fresh It can't get dry and powdery. It can't get hot and burn
your tongue. Because Velvet is the
coolest, smoothest tobacco you ever
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Wesley could not be persuaded to Clay, for your own Information. Every fagged. Tbe audience would not rise
stay over an unnecessary night. His time this Mr. Duane that you're so to anything humor, pathos, thrill.
business was In a perilous condition. afraid of meets me he does bis best When the play was over everyone
The mammoth Cowper firm hud gone to help me get my chance and be tells seemed to avoid her.
and reinto bankruptcy owing blin a hand- me only pleasant things. Every time
She rubbed off her make-u- p
some sum of money which he was not you've come to see me lately you've sumed her mufti. As she wnjked out
sick cat or a roaring on the darkened stage she saw Batter-solikely to recover. The failure also been either
He tried to escape, but she
closed an Important and profitable tiger."
She was planning to urge him to checked him.
market for his calculating machines.
It frightened his banks as well, and help her and make their meetings
"Tell me frankly, Mr. Batterson,
he had wrestled like another Jacob rosier.
he took um- what was the matter with my performBut, lover-likwith uu utmost Invisible cashier for brage and pain und despair from her ance tonight."
"Come, to the- - office Monday and
advice, und since they were again at
money enough to meet his pay roll.
Yet he slipped a large bill Into the vestibule be sighed, "Good night we'll have a little talk."
"And I'll get my notice."
Daphne's hand when he bade her good-b- Mrs. Duune," and flung out into the
"I didn't say that."
at the station lute In the after- durk.
"Whnt would you honestly advise
noon, und he whispered to ber she
Daphne sighed, and the poor elevator man who saw so much of this sort me to do?"
should have other
"I understand thut you don't have
of thing sighed with her and for ber.
whenever she culled on him.
to act. Go home and get married."
Daphne reached the theater at seven
o'clock and sat in the dark on a can"I won't."
CHAPTER XII.
vas rock, watching the stage hands
"Theu go home and don't get marAll this while Daphne was kept In ried."
gather and listening to their repartee.
Hutterson arrived ut length. He was readiness to tuke Miss Kemble'g part
"I won't go home."
in one of his humane moods. He asked in case the illness of her child should
"There's oue other place to go.
Daphne if she had memorized her Hues result In death and In the further case Good night."
and she said she had. Ife told her that she should be unable to finish her
He wulked off and she was left
that he would give her another re- performances.
With the theatrical alone. She hud the stage to herself.
hearsal the next day ufter breakfast season in such bad estate and most of She stood in the big void and felt
"After breakfast," he explained, wus lichen's companies and theaters losing alien forever alien. She shook her
one o'clock p. m.
money heavily. Sheila Kenible wus his head. This uluce wus not for her.
Next morning Daphne presented her one certain dependence. He called She hud been tried in the balunce and
self to Hutterson und endured one of her his breadwinner.
wanting. Sbe wondered if there
his relnairsuls, with his assistant read
Miss Kenible's baby passed the crianywhere u balunce thut she
And then the could bring down.
lug all the cues In a lifeless voice. Hut sis and recovered.
She dreaded the forlorn Journey
terson was more discouraged than she mother, worn out with the double
was. He showed It for a time by a strain, caught a little chill that became home to her dreary room. As she
patience that wus of the sort one a blinding, choking cold. She went stepped out of the dor someone
shows to a shy imbecile.
through the Suturduy matinee In a moved forward with uplifted hat. It
He wus so restrained that Daphne whisper, but the night performance
broke out for him, "Do you think I utn was beyond her.
a complete Idiot, Mr. Hutterson?"
And now at last Daphne's chance ar"Far from it, my dear," said Bntter-soti- . rived. The Saturday night bouse was
"You lire a very intelligent young enormous In spite of the heat. There
woman.
The trouble is that you are were enough people there to muke
too Intelligent for the child's piny of fourteen hundred dollars twenty-tlvthe stage. It's nil a kind of big nurs- hundred for the duy.
Daphne, trudging to the theater for
ery and you can't forget thut facts are
not facts In this toy game. If you her usual stupid rebuff, walked Into
could let yourself go und be foolish this crisis of her life.
Itebcn himself knocked nt her dressund piny doll house you might succeed. It's hard even when you know ing room door where Miss Winsor was
He
how. Ilut it's Impossible us long as helping her with her make-up- .
It's like Implored her to be calm, anil he was so
you try to reason It out.
music and fiction and all the arts. tremulous thut he stuttered. He told
You've got to pretend or you can't her thut if she made good he would let
feel and you can't make anybody else her play the part till Miss Kemhle
feel."
got well. He would pay her a handAnd that. Indeed, wns Daphne's ag- some bonus. He would nit her out
at the head of a number two company
ony. She could not releuse her Imagination or command her clear vision to next season.
Hutterson came at last and ordered
see what was not there.
him off the stage. Reben obeyed him.
Night nfter night she reported at
the theater und left It when the cur- Then Hutterson talked to her. He told
tain rose. On one of these evenings her that there was no reason to fear
Tom Dunne met her outside the stage the house. A Suturduy night audience
door. His upology wus thut he felt it was ulwuys easy. It wanted its mon
ey's worth ! It would help to get It.
his duty to look lifter his client.
I see," said Dnphne.
"I'm not
He Invited Daphne to ride home In
Ills car, which wus waiting ut the curb. ufruid of the audience."
Then whnt ou eurth are you afruld
She declined with thanks. He urged
"Co Home and Get Married."
thut she take a little spin in the park. of?"
"I'm nfruld of me!"
He
She declined without thanks.
He looked very
was Tom Duane.
Hutterson laughed scornfully. "Oh,
and span. Ills smile Illumined
sighed that It wus u pity to lose the
spick
You're going to Rcore a knock the dull street nnd his hand clasped
you
moonlight.
She suld she would get enough when out. You're going to make a big hit !" hers with a suvlng strength. It lifted
"Yes," said Daphne, "so you've al- her from the depths like u rope let
she wnlked home. He asked If he
me."
down from the sky.
might "toddle along." She could hard- ways told
The curtain rose. Miss Winsor and
Dnjiline would have been more conly refuse without crassly insulting him,
mun
the
onto
their
young
skipped
tent If Duune had been Clay Wlmhurn.
They loitered slowly up the quiet
Kldoii
the
butler
entered
stalked;
It wus Cluy's duty to be there ut such
reach of Seventh avenue. He ques- Job;
his exit. Mrs. Vlnlng spread u time, of ull times.
tioned her about her work with ull the and made
her
skirts
und
suited
then
Fldon
on,
(If course he did not know thut this
grateful flattery there is in an appe- went buck.
Flnully Daphne's cue night wns to be crucial for her, but
tite for another's autobiography. She
he should huve known. Mr. Duane
found It eusy to tell him of her diff- came.
She was startled a little as Butter-so- knew. It never occurred to Daphne
iculties.
He extracted encouragement
nudged her forward. She went to that Kebon bud warned Duane of the
or indirect compliment out of ull of
the door and opened it on her new debut of his protegee and had invited
them.
career to make her public debut with him In fact, had dared liini to wutch
When they nrrlved at her apartment
"How d' you do?"
the test of tier ubililies.
hwiise the suld, "Sorry I can't ask you the
She saw before her the drawing room
All she knew wus thut Duane was
up, but I have no reception room, und In u
weird light. Beyond It was a
I'm tired out."
homage and smiles and the
proffering
fiercely radiant fog nnd beyond thut prefaces of courtship. Daphne might
i ou huve wasted enough of your an
agglomeration of faces the muss huve fulled to guilt the hearts of her
time on me," he suld. "I'll see you to of tomato
cans that she was not going
nudloyce. for ull her toll, but here was
the elevutor."
to be afraid of.
u heurt that wus hers without effort.
As Daphne stepped Into the hnllwny
And she was not afraid.
She wus
Perhaps Duane was her career. He
she found Cluy Wlmhurn there, wait- curious tn
Iheru.
She
wns
study
eager
at least un audience that she could
was
to
He
his
feet
with
ing grimly.
sprang
to remember her lines. And she re- sway. And she was miserably In need
He caught sight of
a gasp of relief.
membered
cues
Theu
them.
came
more
of some oue that would pay ber tho
Dunne and his Joy diefl instantly.
or less far apart and each evoked from tribute of submission.
Wlmhurn loved Daphne and wanted her mind the
answer.
She
So now when he said, "Won't you
her for his own. He hud counted her made never a appropriate
slip, and yet she began let me take you home In my car?" sbe
his own, and still had neither refunded
Mr.
unto realize thut
Eldon seemed
mescould hardly snub a heaven-sen- t
the engagement ring nor paid for it.
happy.
senger.
s
Daphne was more pleased with
At length she realized that the audiShe said, "Thank you you're very
misery than with Duane's fe- ence was strangely
quiet. A sense of kind but " Oh, ull right!" And
licity.
emptiness oppressed her. She she bounded in.
"Won't you come up, Clny?" she vnulty
went on with her lines. She underWhen Duane said: "You must be
asked.
stood at last that she was getting no hungry after all that hard work.
He murmured, "Con we be alone for
laughs. She was not provoking those Aren't you?" she said, "Yes, I guess I
a little talk?"
roars that Sheila Kemhle am a little."
"I'm afraid not. The Chlvvlses, you punctuating
brought forth. The audience bad evi
When he said, "Where shall wo eutr
know."
had a hard week.
she answered, "Anywhere."
"Will you take a little walk with me dently
She decided that she must be play"Claremont?" be suggested.
in the park?"
too quietly; she quickened her
This startled her, gave her pause.
"All right," she said as she led the ing
more vivacity into Yet there was something piquant about
"I'm pretty tempo and threw
way out Into the street.
her manner. She moved briskly about tbe proposal.
the scene, to Eldon's bewilderment.
He seemed unable to find her.
career cut
Her theatrical
She went through to the bitter end
abort. Daphne turns to Clay.
and spoke every line. But the audi
ence was not with her for a moment
They plan to get married and
live in aomo fashion on Clay's
She used all her Intellect to find the
secret of Its pleasure, but she could
meager salary. The next day a
asw blow falls. The future
not surprise it She tried harder and
again looms dark and uncertain
harder, acted with the Intense devo
before the discouraged lovers.
tion of a wrestling bout, but sbe could
not score a point
The company looked worried and
(TO BK
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SHE HAS BEEN

PRAYING FOR AND AT THE SAME TIME HAS FEARED.
Synopsis. Clny Wiuiluirn. u young Ni'w Yorker on n visit to Cleveland, meets pretty Daphne Kip, "hose lirothiT Is In tin- - same office with
engaged.
liny in Wall sheet. Afler a uliiiiuind inurtslilp they become trousseau.
iih her mother to luiy her
Daphne gi H'S to New York
Daphne's brother. Bayard, has Just married iiml left for Kumpe with his
liriile, I.eila. Daphne anil her mother install themselves III liiiytiril's flat.
,
who seems greatly
Daphne meets Tom Dunne, man
to her. Daphne aeeiilentally iliseovers that Clay Is penniless,
evej.pt for his mlaiy. I'.uymird ami his wife return to New York unexpectedly. The three women set out on a shopping excursion ami the two
younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged to Itayard.
I'a.vaid is furious over the expense, seeing hard times ahead. Daphne,
ndigiiatit, declares she will earn her own living and breaks her engagement with Clay. Through an introduction hy Dunne, Daphne induces
lichen, a theatrical magnale, to give her n position In one of Ids companies. Hit first rehearsal Is a fiasco, hut lichen, at Dunne's request,
gives her another chance.
iihoiil-towii-

CHAPTER

XI

Continued.
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Wesley took I.eila I.y storm with his
lavish and
praise. He
had not seen her liefore. He gathered
her to his breast, then held her out
at arm's length to praise her and to
prai Itayard for bringing her Into the
family.
Mrs. Kip did not delay long the agsault on Daphne's position. Hut Wes-tuwhole-hearte-

never!'' he gasped. "And
"Well,
till this trip of your mother's and
yours and all the expenses gone for
(milling?" was Ids tiist doleful thought.
lie remembered the second mortgage
tie had placed on one of his properties
io get the money for Hie vitally Impor- wedding festival. And now there
was to be no wedding. ''"''' soieln law
uho was to have assumed the burden
if
bills was banished,
Daphne's
iniphnc was ugaiu her father's own
hlbl.
lie was glad to have her back, hut
tie could have wished that she had not
oiie away, since he paid the freight
In both directions. And now here was
liluiself in New York and nothing to
show for all the spilt milk of tltne,
inofiey and emotions.
At I he critical moment Daphne mentioned Hint the slur whose understudy
was would earn fitly thousand dollars that year in spite of the hard
times. "Fifty thousand dollars" had it
(illisicn! sound to Wesley's ears. If
f liiphiic could earn a lentil of that he
tollld believe In miracles.
"Where were you planning to live,
Willi
(loncy, while you're acting'!1
l;IVMld, I suppose."
ru
"I Hi, no," said Daphne; "we'
ined his 1. it i v on enough ulreudy."
"Who with, tlietiV"
"Oh. by myself, I suppose."
loiiMo't do t lii. f
"liisid Lord!
very well a young g'.n like you.
"Why not?" she Villi.
lie mined pule. This mil tike being
found under
asked why haMes
alibage Icnv's. lie was nil old fash
littiiM fathe', and he hud never been
Able to lis1 to the new tichool of dis
cussing vitally Important topics with
the children vitally
"Why, why," he ntfiiiiliiered, "why,
because nobody doe it, honey. Nice
Klrls don't live alone."
tender
Daphne studied him with
He mis hh innocent in
Amusement.
Ilia way, in spite of all he must know,
fshe understood what he whs thinking
of. Hie whs sophisticated In the manner of the nice girl of iier time and
pile liked ti treat slj. merged themes
with clean (Sudor. Khe thought that
prudery whs ti form of slavery.
"If you've Just got to stay in New
Vork and Just got ta work your mother
iiMild slay with you, I upoe."
"Hut what becomes of you and your
lioine?"
"Oil, I'll get along somehow. 1 don't
1

it

matter."

This broke her heart. She cried out :
you do mutter, daddy ; you muCan't you understand,
tter terribly.
daddy, that I'm trying to relieve you
Hint make myself useful instead of a
Thoiisulids of women live
imrnslte?
alone professional women, art
music students, college girls,
the
nortnnl m IiimiI niiuien, lMides
In shop and factories.
WfMni-It's
ouiiiig more and more."
Ilut you're not brought up to a

"But

sjmde."
-I wish I lind been."
"Well, that's a new coniplnint, anywell
of course you
way, tmt
wouldn't do anything wrong; but If
you lived alone you'd lie misjudged,
ind in'-- n would keep throwing temptation In your way."
"I had plenty cf that when I was

living at home."
"Daphne " He cried out In pain at
the vrry thought
8 be went on, educating him with a
vengeance: "I'lenty of temptation and

plenty of opportunity, daddy. It wasn't
your fault. Ton gave me all tbe protection that anybody could, daddy.
Rut you can't protect people all the
time. And It was whea yoa trusted
rne most that yoa protected me most
People are Just beginning to realize
that evea la penitentiaries tbe higher
the walla and the stricter tbe guards
the more prisoners try to escape.
They're sending convicts out to work
oa roads now with bo guards at alL
And they do their work and come
bark. Dont yoa think women caa be
trusted as far as convicts?"
"I suppose so," be sighed. Bat be
ras convinced of the security of neither tbe convicts nor of tbe women
under these new anarchies. He was
convinced of only one thing, and that
was his helplessness.
Daphne took him home la a taxtcab.
At the apartment they caught Bayard
Jast rushing for his office. He greeted
tils father with whirlwind affection,
tint he knew that he would
his
Vewley better by hurrying,
office that) y neglecting his bn.4ass
far the purpose af entertainment.

plee

ley

d

said:

"Weve had a long tulk nnd I guess
she s pretty set in her way. Hlie's a
good girl, though, niamimi.
And she
knows her own mind better than we
do. Anyways, it's her own mind. Let
her have her way and If anything goes
wrong she can ulwuys come buck
home."

e

His wife boiled over. It mode her
feel as much at home us an old kettle
on a stove to have her husband there
to boil over on : "Wesley Kip, lire you
going to set there and encourage that
girl to ruin her life and her reputation without doing iinytliiug to protect
her?"
"i Hi, I guess she's not going to ruin
anything. After nil, the best way to
protect folks is to trust 'em."
It was bald plagiarism, but Daphne
uinde no complaint.
Wesley got Into
(rouble nt once, however, by inaklDg
the suggestion that his wife remain
as a companion for her child. Mrs.
Kip toAk It as a sign that he wanted
to get rid of her, and I 'upline refused
to take it at all.
Wesley sat pondering In silence for
a while,- then he rose ami,
mumbling,
"lie back tn ii little while," took his
hat anil went out.
They wondered what mischief he
was up to and what folly he would
commit, lie ciune back In luilf an
hour with a smile of success.
"I guess It's till right. I been thinking uboiit all the different things been
said. We don't want Daphne living
by herself and she don't feel like she
ought to trespass on Leila's home; so
I
got an idea and went down anil saw
the Janitor or superintendent or whatever he Is, and I asked him mightn't
It be there was somebody in this build
ing wanted to rent a room to a nice
girl. And he said there was a young
couple felt the rent wus a little high
and had an extra room. So we went
up and took a look' at it. Itlght nice
young woman, name of Chlvvis or
something like that ; said she'd he glad
to take my daughter In. I was thinking that If Daphne was up there she
could see I la yard and Leila when she
was lonesome or anything; and she'd
be handy where they could keep an
eye on her If she got sick or anything."
The three women looked at him In
amazement. He had solved the riddle
that hafllcd them all and hud compromised the Irreconcilable.
"I'll bet the place Is a sight and the
onion a freak," said Mrs. Kip. "Let's
look at her."
go have
So all four went up In the elevator
to the top floor. They were about to
ring the bell of one of the hlg front
apartments like Bayard's but Wesley
checked them.
"It s In the back."
The women exchanged glances and
smiles behind the Important shoulder
blades of Wesley, the manager. Ue
rung a bell and a young woman opened
the d.or. As Leila said afterward:
"She had the whole map of New
Kngland In her face, and ber middle
name was Boston."
But she was young. In a placid. Puritanical way, and she looked exceedingly clean and correct Her very
smile was neat exactly adjusted between those of the gracious hostess
snd of the landlady.
Mrs. Chlvvis led the way to the room
that was for rent It took Daphne at
once. Spotlessness Is the first luxury
In a rented room and Puritan beauty
has a grace all its own. The mahogany bed with Its twisted posts, the excellent linen and tbe honesty of everything won her completely.
She Reached the Theater at Seven
She felt a sense of relief from the
o'Clock and Sat In tho Dark on a
rather gandy beauty of Leila's apartCanvas Rock Watching tho Stage
ment Sbe felt that lira. Chlvvis, who
Hands Gather, and Listening to
showed soch fine restraint la ber furTheir Repartee.
niture, would be equally discreet In
tired, though. I walked homo from
minding ber own affairs.
Til take It" she said; "that Is, If tbe theater."
"With Duane
Clay snarled. Ton
you'll take me."
Mrs. Chlvvis said sbe would. She weren't too tired for that."
said It with a New Englandlsh parsiDaphne thought of the motor ride
mony of enthusiasm, but her eye were and tbe supper ahe had declined. Sbe
kindly and Daphne decided that she said. "Are yoa dragging tno out here
thought Bice things but lacked the for tbe sake of a fight?"
There il be no fight If youll cut oat
courage to say them.
Daphne moved at once Into tbe Chlv- that man Duane."
"Am I to have no friends at all I"
vis apartment what belongings she had
"Tea caa have all yoa want, pro
brought on from Cleveland, and her
nwtber promised to dispatch tbe rest vided"
"Let me give yoa one little hint.
soon as sbe reached bona.
of them
-
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MEN IN RIGHT SPOT Bells of Heaven don't let na forget
that first we must 'Wring the kaiser's
"
Y. M. C. A. Camp Secretary Knew the damned neck.'
The
shout
went up broke up
that
to
Gathered
Feeling of Soldiers
the abashed parson's meeting and
Subdue Bloodthirsty Hun.
"Ring the Bells of Heaven" was InWar's changes are being shown In definitely postponed.
greater degree In the Y. M. C A. acMarried Men, Read This.
tivity, remarks the New York Sun.
A translator of the Bible Into the
official has passed.
The psalm-slnglIn his place Is the athletic director New Guinea tongue wanted a proper
and entertainer, of red blood. No bet- Idiom for the phrase, "Far be It from
ter example of the metamorphosis mo to do this thing." He consulted a
could have been had than In an Inci- learned native, who replied, "I underdent not long ago at Camp Mills, the stand. We have the precise Idiom ; wo
great Long Island concentration camp say: 'May I speak to my mother-in-labefore I will do this thing." That
where the men were equipped Just besounded rather like a Joke to the transfore sailing.
officials was lator, but It wasn't, for In that land of
One of the
holding a meeting and was expatiating strange taboos, one of the unpardonat length on tbe care the men should able sins Is for a man to open his Up
take of their souls. His audience, al- to his wife' mother. Boston Transready partly homesick after months cript
of training, was restless and grew
Initial SUp to Victory.
glummer and glummer.
There la a courage which Is only
Tbe camp secretary watched with
dismay the effect tho speaker was another name fcr faith. Many a bathaving on the soldiers about to aalL tle Is lest before tho soldier leaves his
Tbe climax came when the parson, tent The first step to victory Is to
after a final appeal to tho men to face believe that tbe battle need not bo
lost at alL Rev. Hugh Black, 1L A.
death bravely, said:
"We will now sing 'Ring the Bells
Good Speaking.
of Heaven.'"
Discretion In speech Is mora than
That was too much for tho local
camp ma a and he Jumped to his feet, eloquence; and to speak agreeably to
holding up his hand to tho man at the bin with whom we deal la mors than
to speak tn good words at la
piano to stop. Then be shouted :
"Boys, before we sing this 'Bine tho orders Baooav
TOUCHED
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Going to Market Quickly and Comfortably.
by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
FEES DIFFER
Hauling farm produce to market In MOTORTRUCK
motortrucks represents one means of
the successful solution of the "short No General Understanding Through,
d
haul," one of the most difficult
out tho Country as to Rate
leras which confronts the transporta-wer- e
to Bo Paid.
(Prepared

,

prob-fouu-

Hon
'

expert

The failure of railroads to keep
pace with the expansion of the short- haul business ; the development of the
producing areas adjoining tho larger
cities In proportion to the production
demands asked of them ; and the up
building of the motortruck manufacturing activities, as well as the recent war emergency crisis, have popularized this method of moving farm
produce to market.
First Make Study of Conditions.
Pioneers have made mistakes which
should
teach valuable lessons for
their successors.
For example, too
many ambitious motor men buy their
truck first and then make a study of
ADVICE

ON BUYING TRUCK.

There are several sources of
Information
which muy be
helpful to the man contemplating the purchase of a motortruck.
Previous personal experience
of the operator is exceedingly
valuable. Experiences of other
operators may often be secured
for the asking. Motortruck manufacturers will be glad to furnish prosjiectlve purchasers with
such information of this nuture
as may be available. Duta secured from truck manufacturers very often do not Indicate
the conditions under which the
figures were secured.
Information thus offered Is
usuully an honest attempt to aid
buyers, but almost Invariably
there Is too much generalization
to make such figures a very valuable busis of estlinutlon.
Many cost statements Issued
by truck companies do not take
into consideration the varying
clusses of highways over which
trucks run, variations In the
loud, totnl monthly or yearly
mileage und other important
factors.
A bulletin recently Issued by
the United States department of
agriculture's bureuu of markets,
"Motor Transportation for Rural
Districts," will aid the prospective operator. It will be sent
free on request

At the beginning of 1919 there were
still 22 states in which motortrucks
were registered at the same rate as
pleasure cars. Recent years, however,
have shown quite a general tendency
to increase the fees required for heavy
motortrucks. This increase usually Is
based on the weight of the truck. Its
carrying capacity, or a combination of
Its carrying capacity and Its horsepower. However, there Is as yet no
evidence of any
general
goal toward which this movement la
tending. Some states are placing a
definite maximum weight which may
not be exceeded except In very special
cases; others are evidently relying on
discouraging or limiting the use of
very heavy trucks by making the registration fees so" large aa to practically
prevent the realization of any profit:
while still other states are making no
serious efforts except to limit the
weight of the wheel loads per Inch
width of tire. The terms motortruck
and commercial vehicle, moreover, are
very definite. In some states the term
commercial vehicle as used Includes
all trucks, while iu others only those
vehicles used for hire are classed as
commercial.
well-define- d

NEW

AUTO

TIRE FINOS FAVOR

Claimed by Those Who Have Used It
to Last Longer Than tho
Ordinary Make.
Manufacturers of automobile Urea
are keeping right to the front In the
motor car industry. Buying new tires
to replace the old wornout snd damaged oues Is one of the chlefest
sources of expense In the ownership
and operutlon of an automobile. Even
with the lighter weight cars the tire
cost per mile of travel is equal to, if
not greuter, thun the cost of fuel and
d
oil; with the heavy weight,
cars using the lurger sizes of
fires, the tire cost per mile Is often
high-price-

locnl conditions and the prospects for

the development of a profitable and

permanent hauling business in their
communities. They neglect to inventory such critical conditions as the
volume of farm products produced
along the contemplated routes, the volume of miscellaneous hauling supplementary to regular loads; the competition of other carriers and the character of the highways over which the
trucks must run. A motortruck route
established In a sparsely-settle- d
or
nonproductive region Is foredoomed to
failure. At least a potential supply
of commodities must be available for
hauling If there Is to be sufficient business to make the route a paying one.
A region devoted to the production of
a few staple crops which move to market during a comparatively brief season, will not provide business for a
permanent route. Tor successful operation a reasonably dependable tonnage Is essential throughout the year.
SAFETY FIRST
First, assume that yon most
look out for yourself and the
other fellow, too. Don't rely
wholly on the other fellow doing the right thing, and youH
be on your guard If be does the
wrong thing, and ready for tho
emergency.
Do not cut the corners In turning, but keep well to your side
of the street snd look both ways
before yon make tho turn.
Put out a hand as a guide to
the car following or approaching.

In passing a slower moving
vehicle, pasa It oa your left, but
In passing a street car always
keep to the right
Do not follow another vehicle
too closely. It might stop suddenly.
Dim your lights whea approaching another auto on tbo
rood.
Use common sense at all times
and youll save trouble for yourself sod the other fellow.

considerably more than is the cost
of fuel and oil. Heretofore the outer
casings of tires have been made up
of n combination of woven canvas fabric and ' hard rubber.
During tho
past five years there has come onto
the market a new type of casing
known as the "cord" tire, which Is
rapidly gaining favor with motorists,
aa they claim it Is longer lived than
Is the canvas fabric rasing. In this
new tire. Instead of using a woven
canvas fabric as a foundation, there
Is used a series of strong cotton cords
or string. Tbe claim Is that these
cords will not break as readily under
tho varying strains of country road
usage as will the woven fabric. If
one realizes that when the fabric la
worn or rotted out the tiro Is useless,
he will see the Importance of having
this foundation material of the very
best whlcb Is available and which can
be used. Fanning Business.
OBSTRUCTION

IN

FUEL PIPE

Various Cauaes for This Annoying
Trouble, but tho Remedy Is a
Simple Manor.
Sometimes the vacuum tank of a
fuel system remains dry when there Is
plenty of gasoline In the main tank.
Generally this Is duo to foreign matter
making Its way Into the fuel pipe between tho two tanks and obstructing
the passage of the liquid. When this
la tbo case the simplest remedy consists ta filling the float chamber of the
carburetor with
gasoline usually
draws from tho main tank and then
starting tbe engine. This will clear out
the pipe lino by suction nine times out
of tea and the vacuum tank will begin
operating again. Sometimes It Is necessary to speed np the engine somewhat la order to loosea the obstruction.
Occasionally the cause of the trouble
la the stoppage of the snuJl air hole la
the filler cap of tho mala fuel tank.
This should be kept opea to give play
to tho pressure of tho atmosphere oa
tbe faeL

BENT hub and using It to force the balky
rim upward, a few taps of the hammer will send It ever tbe felloe. If
Use of an Extra Jack Win Be Found
a second Jack Is not available the rim
Croat Saver of Time and
and Ore can be aetmed from slipping
Trouble.
by a rope or strap and tbe Jack removed from underneath the axle, usee
Demountable rims often give trou- as a lever and retaining lugs may be
ble by becoming bent or warped so put la place properly. There should
they do not go over the felloe band be aa equal epace betweea the rim
easily. Coo rinsed hammering only and the felloe band all the way round.
complicates the trouble In moot cases, If this Is not the ease It may cause exbat with sa extra Jack the solution Is cessive wear oa tbe bearings and per
simple. By placing the Jack em the hapa make the wheel ride anevenly.
WHEN

RIM

BECOMES

IMFtOVED UNirOIN IRTCMAT10N1I,
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LESSON -- EXT l'hil.
GOLDEN TEXT If we walk In the
' Hht, aa he la in the light, we have fej.
lowahlp one with another, and- the blood
of Jeaua Christ hi Son cleanaetb ua from
all sin. -- I John 1:7.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Psalms 133:
Mai. I:l; John 17:20, II: I Cor. 12 :U:
Romane 1215. :t; I John 4:7-1PRIMARY TOPIC Loving Jesus and
one another (Acta 12:1-1John 11:34).
JUNIOR TOFIC-Keep- lnc
company with
Ood'a people (Acta. 1:37-47- ).
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC Our Chrta-tia- n
friendships (John 16:12-15- ).
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-Ba- sia
and benefits of Christian fellowship

The Epistle to the Phlilpplans furnishes us with a beautiful example of
fellowship between Paul and the
church at I'hlllppl. This church on
several occasions sent Paul money for
his support. The particular ministry
of this sort at the hands of Epaphro-ditu- s
while Paul was a prisoner at
Rome was the occasion for this epistle. His words of thanksgiving for
this gift Is the text of our lesson.
I. Paul's Expression of Appreciation
(4:10).
The Phlllpplans had on several occa
sions expressed their sympathy and
love for Paul by their gifts, but considerable time had elapsed since any
gifts had reached him. When their
care for him again flourished he was
made to greatly rejoice. He recognized
that the Lord was ministering to him
through these people, therefore he re
joiced In the Lord. This was a very
tactful way of saying "I thank you.'
This gift was gladly received because
he was In need and also because It as
sured him that his old friends still
loved him.
II. Paul's Manly Independence (vv.

1)11.
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TREATY OF PORTSMOUTH,

If the war which Japan waged
against China In 1894 demonstrated
to the world that a new power had ap
peared in the Pacific, still It was ar
gued by the western nations tlmt she
hud only fought with Asiatics. They
spoke rnther patronizingly of her mil
itary exploits after the treuty of
after the treaty of Ports
mouth they spoke with an admiration
no less sincere because grudgingly bestowed. After Sliiiiionoseki Jupun was
a promising younger brother; after
Portsmoutli she was a nation to be
treated with as an equal and one to
make alliances with.
. No sooner had France,
Germany and
Russia forced Japan after the treaty
of Shiuionosekl to retrocede to China
the best fruits of the war, the peninsu
la of
Hum China turned
around and loused Port Arthur and
Llao-tunlo Itussiu by a lease which
was only a cover for a direct cession
This little deal between RunsIb and
China rnther chagrined the other two
powers which hud Joined with Russia
In forcing Jupun to retrocede Liao- tung. Germany at once demanded as
an equivalent that China leave to her
the city and buy of
on the
same terms as those by which Russia
held Port Arthur and China did so.
France, being an ally of Russia In the
triple entente, valuing that alliance
very highly, swallowed her chagrin at
her false diplomatic move in Joining
In the coercion of Jupan, while Great
liritnin demanded as an offset to the
Russian occupation of Port Arthur a
leuse of the Chinese naval station of
on the north shore of the
Shun-tunpeninsula,
Now Held by Japanese.
To dispose of the subsequent fate
of these British and German acquisitions here It may he suld that England
did nothing with
and flnnl-lgave It back to China, while Germany, on the pretext of a murdered
missionary, formally annexed Klao-chaand the surrounding territory
and heavily fortified the place. It was
captured by the Jupanese in the recent
war and Is now held by them.
As soon as Russia got Port Arthur
she turned it Into a fortress as nearly
Impregnable as she could make It and
constructed a great commercial port
In the neighboring bay of Talllen-wan- .
She concluded a treaty with China
which gave her control of the
railroad and linked It up with
her
railroad.
The
Boxer uprising of
gave Russia and excuse to pour troops Into
Manchuria. Manchuria became, in fact
a Russian province, and Russia began
to encroach upon Korea.

American Styles in Summer

Hyndlcate.)

1905.

Japan's Ability to Fight the European.
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Japan, naturally alarmed, demanded
that Russia evacuate Manchuria, and
Russia reeatedly promised to do so,
but never fulfilled her promises. Japan
saw a great European power confronting her In a threatening attitude ; perhaps threatening her very existence
as an independent nation. On February of 1004 she severed diplomatic relations with Russia and two days later
Admiral Togo made a torpedo attack
upon tlie Russian fleet lying at Port
Arthur, followed by a fleet attuck the
following day. ISy these two attacka
the Russia n fleet at Port Arthur was
practically put out of commission. On
the day of the last attack a Japanese
fleet defeuted the Russian squadron
lying off Chemulpo.
Japan Declared War.
The next day Jupun formully declared wnr.
The HUlrsequeut events of the war
were the bniuhurdinent of Vladivostok
March 0; liouiliiirdinent of Port Arthur
Mureli 21 ; occupation of WIJu at the
mouth of the Yulu river April 0, and
the pnssnge of the river and the defeat
of the Russian army opposing on May 1.
The Japanese army was now in Manchuria and another Japanese army ocThe Japanese navy
cupied Korea.
utterly destroyed Russia's sea power
In the Pacific and the Jupanese army.
after a series of victories, laid siege to
Port Arthur. Another Japanese army
drove the Russians northward In Man
churla and administered a crushing
defeat at Mukden.
The Russian transportation and sup
ply corps utterly broke down aud be
came useless ; grand dukes at the Man'
ehurlun headquarters reveled In car
loads of courtesans and champagne
while the soldiers needed food and
clothing, and there was au orgy of

L'pon the shoulders of the past we stand, water; cook until the cherries are tenAnd to the future turn our questioning
der, then thicken with cornstarch and
eyes.
What doth she hold In store, what pre- cook until the starch Is well cooked.
cious prise
Serve hot.
That we may wrest from out her close-shhandst
Thou mavest not rest In nnv Invelv thine
Elisabeth Wade.
Thou who wert formed to seek and to
aspire;
POTTED MEATS AND FISH.
For no fulfillment of thy dreams can
bring
The answer to thy measureless desire.
In England potted meats are an The
beauty of the round green world la
y
every-daoccurrence, and the knowl
not
Of the world's essence; far within the
edge of potting Is known

by the plainest cooks.
Meats such as hum,
tongue or chicken, as
well as fish left over from
a meal, is potted for a
luncheon dish, rather
than making it into hash
which is too common In
most of our families. The
goodness of potted meats depends
upon the pounding and seasoning. If
carefully prepared and put away they
will keep for a long time and will be
found most helpful in preparing emer
gency dishes.
Potted Chicken. Take cold roast
chicken, rejecting the skin and sin
ews, chop fine and to every pint allow
a half cupful of chopped ham or
tongue. Put the bones of the chicken
Into a saucepan, add a pint of cold wa
ter and simmer until there is a half
pint of stock ; strain and remove the
fat. Pound the chicken, ham or tongue
to a smooth paste.
An old fashioned
mortar and pestle Is used for this, or
It may be ground through the meat
chopper until fine. Then pound, add
a little of the broth to thicken; sea
son with cayenne, nutmeg and a ta
Put Into small
blespoon ful of butter.
Jurs and press down tightly, cover with
a cloth, and cover the cloth with a
paste made of flour and water, and
f
hake in a moderate oven
hour,
the Jars standing In water. Take nut,
remove the cover and pour melted butter over the meat. Tie with a paper
moistened with white of egg and keep
In a cool, dry place.
This will keep
for months, and makes an Idenl hot
Fresh beef's tongue,
weather dish.
cold roast veal, boiled or roast mutton, ham and smoked tongue may all
be potted In the same manner.
Petted Fish. Pick cold, cooked fish
to pieces, season with salt, pepper and
a little mace, then put into a Jar, tie
tightly with a piece of muslin, cover
with a flour paste, stand the Jar In water and bake one hour In a moderate
oven.
When done and cold, pound the
fish to a paste, pack In the Jars and
cover with melted butter.

sky

The tints which make thla bubble bright
are wrousht;
The bubble bursts; the light ran never
die,
Lucy Larcom.

HERE'S A RAISIN.

I ntil the Kimrtuge
of sugar, we
never realized the wealth of sweetness
stored in some of
seaasaeaasassapwaasea our dried
fruits,
and never considered them In r&.
gard to their
sugar value. As
raisins are three- fourths sugar, why
not take advanr
tage of that when
The
using them in various dishes?
saving of sugar Is not so vital now, but
we still need to use economy so that
foreign nations mny have a share.
A handful of raisins added to almost any fruit salad adds to its flavor
and richness.
For a toothache one of the pleasant
In certain lines of women's apparel nevertheless,
contrives to be very
remedies is a spilt raisin, sprinkled
with a few grains of cayenne; press America has become Independent of dainty. The manufacturer who turned
other
In
countries
the production of out the two envelope chemises shown
the pieces together and place the
In some tilings here will not dread a comparison beraisin on the gum nearest the tooth. A styles and materials.
we
are
conceded to excel, us in the tween tliein and their
counhot raisin Is said to cure earache.
designing and making of tailored terparts. They are Just as effective and
Apples Stuffed With Raisins. Wash, aults
and shoes. We have been drlveu Just as durable. It is In little details of
core and remove the pulp from a dozen
garment gets
smooth, Arm apples. J'ut through the to depend upon ourselves In produc finish that the
meat chopper two cupfuls of the apple ing the bulk of the reudymudo under- - beyond the limitations of machinery
removed, and two cupfuls of seeded wear worn liy women whose demands ami cannot lie exactly copied. The
(iu'inlse ut the left is of white silk with
peculiarly American.
raisins; add one tahlespoonful of lemon areThe
Though sincerely appreciating the
official graft.
proportion of undergarments a crosshur of green. There Is a yoke
Stuff the apples with this mixJuice.
gift, he would have them know :
Port Arthur made a valiant defense
ture and place them in a greased bak- made of uushuhle sliks grows larger, of plain silk, also a border about the
1. He was Independent of circumbut surrendered on January 1, 1905.
ing pan. Into a sauce pun put a cup- and crepe de chine gains on fine cot bottom and bunds over the shoulders
stances (v. 11). Through discipline of
Provisions of Treaty.
Hows of narrow ribbon
ful each of water and corn sirup, add ton materials every day. There are made of It.
the Lord he had learned to be content
Russia
and
By this treaty Japan
a tuhleKponiiful of butter and hoi for several very good reasons for this, with their hanging ends finished with
with his lot. He knew that all things
Manto
evacuate
mutually agreed
five minutes. Pour this sauce over the hut the main one Is the inborn love soft silk balls make fascinating and
work together for good (Horn. 8:28),
pe
churia, excepting the Llao-tunApples and bake until they are tender. of luxurious clothes, especially in original finishing touches.
so whatever he was experiencing at
was
over
taken
by
ninsula, which
the mutter of undergarments, which Is
The lovely garment at the right Is
Serve either hot or cold.
the moment was from the hand of the
Japan. Russia transferred her lease
rooted In the eternal feminine nature. made of pule blue sutln with heavy
Bent
Raisin
Pancakes.
the
of
yolks
loving Father. Happy, Indeed, Is the
of Port Arthur to Japan, as well as the
Hand stitching Is the
of silk embroidery and real fillet lace t
three eggs, add two cupfuls of milk
man who has learned this secret Paul
railroad connecting Port Arthur with
elegance on uudermuslins, so thut enrich It. The empire waistline makes
two
of
melted
was willing to take poverty or pros(sour),
tablespoonfuls
n
the Manchurlan railroad. The
women who know how to sew for them It
graceful. Tills Is gathered In with
fut, three cupfuls of flour, a teasoon- perity, whatever came.
railroads were to be used for
fill of salt and one tenspoonful of soda. selves have a great advantage over satin ribbon tied In a bow with long
2. Willing to take what God sent (v.
commercial purposes only. Russia
loops and ends. The same models ars
Beat well, then add one cupful of seed- those who do not. Hut there Is
12). If It be prosperity, he would receded to Japan the Island of Saghalin,
hand sewing or bund embroidery not less beautiful or less elegant when
less
raisins and fold In the stiffly heat
joice and praise God; If It be adveron
manufactured
great island stretching north and
underwear, which, mude of fine cotton fubricg.
er whites. Cook on a hot griddle and
sity, he would patiently suffer it,
south along the Siberian coast, and
serve with maple slr;p or honey.
knowing that It was permitted by the
gave Japan Ashing rights on all the Brood not on words
A few chopped nnd steamed raisins
or allghta, their bitHeavenly Father because It was needPaclflc waters of Russia.
added to ordinary boiled frosting
ing force
ful for his best Interests. This Is a
The Russian humiliation was com
Is meaaured by their housing mjsrhlef makes a very good enke filling. Nuts
fine example of
If a
seeds.
plete. Japan had "arrived," and not
will make a still richer fllllnir. If a four Ready-Mad- es
Which, nursed and tended, bring forth
thing desired was not forthcoming be
long afterward Great. Ilrllaln became
are added, finely ((Topped.
poison weeds.
would not allow his heart to desire It
her ally.
Whose bitter crop Is hatred and remorse.
8. His faith was In Christ (v. 13).
In rounltng off our life
the
which Paul possessed
SOUPS OF SUMMER FRUITS.
By harvest .moons, the checkered, toll
TREATY OF PARIS, 1800.
some yeara
was not of himself, but because Christ
Show In their record more of peace than
not
Fruit
are
used
soups
commonly
Indwelt him.
Is
Such composure
atrire.
When ths United 8tates was at War With Francs.
among the people of America. In the
More Joy than sorrow, mora of smiles
only possible as Christ lives In and beold world both
comes the dynamic of one's life. When
than leara.
-- Ellen Allerton.
what
have
with
France
at
relations
gen
Our
the
these
and
staggered
prince
the life Is thus surcharged with .the
proposition,
laucfrand s messenger said : "You do
peasant
energy of Christ, he In absolutely inde- erally been of such a friendly nature not
enjoy
GOOD EATS FOR HOT WEATHER.
seem to understand. It Is a quesnation until
them summer and
pendent of circumstances. Such poise from the founding of the
winter.
Chilled
the present day that most people have tion of money, a great deul of money.
Is possible to all who will unreservedDuring the summer the wise house'
with shaved Ice mother serves
forgotten that we were ever at war Speak to the point. What is your an
ly yield themselves to God..
plenty of vegetables nnd
swers
the
from
we
But
ather.
with
were,
be
they may
III. The Fellowship of Paul and ths
fruits, cutting down
1800.
or
one
1798
the
:
to
of
refreshenvoys replied "Our an
September.
tractive,
spring
on meats, rich pas
Phillpplan Saints (vv.
Monroe
was minister to swer Is "No, no, no not a sixpence."
well
a
James
as
ing,
tries and puddings.
1. The gift of this church to Paul la
This reply was soon
France In 1790 when the Directory
nourishing. With
the
thus saving herself
an outstanding example of Christian which had succeeded fo the "Terror of United States under the thrilling
more ornate fruit soups, the nourishment depends
and the digestion
).
No other
(vv.
form
sympathy
the
of
him
"Millions
for
Informed
that
the
upon
Ingredients used as with
defense, but not
of her family.
church had remembered Paul at all la Robespierre"
s
cent
and
the
for
France
1778
between
tribute."
of
other
soups.
Talleyrand sent
As most people
his great need, but this one rendered treaty
Such fruits as prunes, raisins, figs.
United States was at an end because Plnckney and Marshall out of the counlike a bit of sweet
pecuniary aid again and again, afford- America hud signed the treaty with try, but asked Gerry to stay, but Upon bananas, persimmons and pawpaws,
to end the dinner,
ing a fine example of mutual love be Knglund known as Jay's treaty. Mr. an Imperative order from Washington have more food value than most other
why not prepare a
tween a minister and the people sup- Monroe replied that the treaty of 1778 Gerry, too, withdrew. A storm of In- fruits,
though lacking In other ingre- plate of stuffed dates or a dish of
porting bint.
to
had already been brought
nothing dignation swept the country when the dients. The addition of stock or milk homemade candy to substitute on
2. The gift a spiritual blessing to the
by the constant capture of American president gave to congress (he results snd egg also adds to the food value.
that fruit Is not served as a
church (v. 17).e Paul was pleased with ships by French men of war. France, of the American mission. Bills for Dried or canned fruit may be used the daysT
dessert
their gift not primarily for Its value to under the Terror, had regarded the increasing the navy and purchasing
In soup making as well as fresh fruit.
Pastry shells filled with fresh fruit
him, but because of the blessing which rest of the world In the same light as Iron works were passed and the navy
Apple and Rice Soup. ('ore and oi with various gelatin mixtures are
made
derived
now.
Amerthe people
from giving It It the Russian bolshevlsts do
for the first time a separate de- slice very thin eight unieeled apples.
to
was fruit which abounded to their ac- ican merchant ships were captured and partment. The president was author- Cook them with a half a cupful of rice both pleasing he the eye and palate.
The
fruit
crushed, sweetened
may
ised to enlist 10,000 regulars and 10,000 la two quarts of boiling water until
count. "It Is more blessed to give condemned and sold.
and tolled with or garnished with
than to receive" (Acts 20:35).
both the fruit and rice are soft, then sweetened
Mr. Monroe was too pliant; he was volunteers.
whipped cream. The shell
8. Their gift was an acceptable act recalled,
In the winter of 1798-- an American
and Charles Coteswortb
put through a sieve, add spice and half of course Is baked, and when used
of worship "an odor of a sweet smell, Plnckney was sent over In his place. fleet consisting of the United States, a cupful of orange or trap fruit mar with fruit which will soak Its delicate
to God" (v. 18). True The Directory from purely selfish mo- Constitution,
George
texture should not Imp filled until ready
Washington. malade. Serve hot.
Christian giving I an act of worship tives continued the policy of claiming Meriimac.
and Orange Soup.
Portsmouth,
Strawberry
t serve.
With the gelatin, however,
Pickering,
law Eagle, Herald, Scammel and Dilito God.
exemption from International
Sprinkle a pint of strawberries with that may be put Into the shell as soon
4. Their gift would be rewarded by which the Terror had begun In the gence met In the West Indies and sugar and let stand on Ice for one as It Is stiff enough.
Make the
the Heavenly Father (v. 19). True tiame of liberty. The French govern- tackled the French
and hour. Meantime make a sirup with
mixture and when it begins to
Christian giving Is not on the basis of ment would not receive Plnckney and privateers which swarmed there. The one and a half quarts of water and a set, Ispat It well with a Hover beater,
As mothers become busier, or less In Inating mother.
prudence, but by faith In the living ordered him out of the country. Presi- Merrimac took the French ship Le pound of sugar and a quart of fresh then let chill and fold In the stiffly
Neatness Is the outberries, with the Juice of one lemon. beaten whites or whlptM-- cream or clined to s;'nd time In sewing. In or standing merit of the frock and wrap
God who will make recompense ac- dent Adams called a special session of phoenix of 14 guns snd the Magidenne
recommended
the
and
and
a
strain
add
Mash,
same
of
the
prompt
of
or
congress
The
number.
In
to
bis riches
cupful
Portsmouth
serve It piled high In the crust with
der to give It to other affairs, they ;own in the picture aliove.
cording
glory by Christ
formation of a navy and the permis- captured the Bonaparte, La Brllllante ange Juice with the prepared berries In border of whipped cream and berries. have
Jesus.
The little girl at the left wears a
learned to look to the specialist
sion for merchant ships to arm them- and La Bon Pere, all small
sugar. Serve Ice cold.
One will find many new and pretty to help them out with frocks and other dress of black and white checked
selves.
seven
and
while
Raspberry
Mulberry Soup.
Moral Issues.
captures of privateers
woolen goods made with a plaited skirt
ways of serving these dainty plea.
clothes for children.
And manufac
Extra Envoys Named.
Wash and drain one quart each of
were made by ships of the squadron- In all that tends to obscure and conCeylon Tomato Salad. Peel three turers have met the growing demand and a wrap that Inherits its style from
In
was
Holland.
The
and
On
mesh
presthe
mulberries,
3,
Plnckney
United States raspberries
them, olid tomatoes, cut them Into halves for ready-madFebruary
fuse, men art beginning to see moral
or partly-mad.clothes, the spring season. It Is a coat and
Issues more clearly; that all Issues ident appointed Elbridge Gerry and ank the French privateer Amour de add a pound of sugar and let stand for snd press out the seeds. Chop the to- by turning out examples of good de- cape combined with buttons for ornaone
as
extra
to
Then
hour.
a
Marshall
la
Join
soon
Patrle
and
John
sieve.
envoys
put through
after the privateer
matoes and put Into a bowl, add a signing. In practical materials, that ment and has a small rape collar overare mora 1. Every commercial and In
to go to Paris and negoti Tsrtufe. Captain Barry In the United heat gradually, and when at the boiling tahlespoonful of lemon Juice, a
the most gifted amateur cannot hoiie laid with silk. It will be noticed that
dustrial question Is moral. Hugs Plnckney,
two
thicken
with
On reaching Paris the commisate.
States
bombarded
and temporarily si- - point
tablespoonfuls
of salt, a tahlespoonful of to excel. Even those mothers who It Is longer than the dress (which la
gains no longer blind ns to the meth- sioners found that
minof
was
cornstarch
rubbed
In
smooth
lita
the batteries st Basse Terre on
Talleyrand
to have the children's clothes knee lenK'h) In the cape portion, and
chopped onion and the ssme of green
ods by which they were made. The
ister of foreign affairs. Talleyrand the Island of Guadaloupe. Captain tle water. Serve hot or cold, adding pepper, with half a teaspoonful of pa prefer
made at home, look to the display ..f that the shorter coat Is belted across
philanthropy of the giver no longer sent
to the commissioners Trnxton's squadron, cruising off Porto the Juice of a lemon or a lime and
Mix and turn Into a dish In rniidren a frocks made In the
the front.
There are very practical
sanctifies toe rapacity of the gainer.
shops for set-Ibefore the Directory Rico, captured nine privateers and a half a cupful of finely shredded al- prlka.
which It Is to be served.
Add four models to guide them.
pockets on each side.
In all the whirl and confusion, the telling them that
Wraps
they
monds
before
must
a
Just
would negotiate they
serving.
pay bribe third squadron under Captain Tingey,
tablespoonfuls of coconut cream and oearly always buy ready made.
The frock of cotton poplin at the
dust and the uncertainty of the hour,
Prune and Peach Soup Take
of $250,000. The bribe was to be di- cruising between Cuba and Haytl, cap
serve at once.
right
Since
the
might be made of chambray,
the eclipse Is passing from ths ten vided
school
must
outbe
girt
of
of
a
dried
directors
prunes and
pound
except tured or sana six more. Another na
among all the
Coconut Cream. To prepare coco fitted by the time
or other sturdy cotton goods,
gingham,
commandments and the golden rale. one
September
a
of
of
appears
dried
wss
was
pound
who. It
explained,
peaches, nut cream grate one rood sited coco aver time's
already val force made captures off Havana.
or In plain wools. It Is a pretty deGood ethics Is good business. We are
dresses
horizon,
and
In
over
rake-osoak
the
wraps
In all 60 French privateers were sunk,
night.
morning add nut and pour a pint of boiling water for her
making enough money by hia
make their
In July. sign with bodice simulating a Jacket
getting down to the bare foundations on the condemnation of American or captured.
a pint of cold water and let them over It. Wash and
On the 9th of Febru
stir until all the These forerunners of entry
a plaited skirt. Small buttons
of the universe, and find that the
fall
cook
the
to
styles this and
And there was another little ary Captain Truxton In the Canstella
boiling point, then add flavor hat been washed from the fiber
snd a childish collar, set off by very
show
tones are hewn from the quarries of ships.
year
the
that
neat
effects
two
of
cook
nntll Turn Into a cheesecloth and press firmtablespoonfuls
the United States must make tlon. In a battle off St. Kitt's lasting
ssgo;
that were featured In spring have simple embroidered sprays, that are
Sinai. Marlon D. Shatter, D. D, in matter;
Add a cupful of ly.
a loan to the French government of two hours, captured the French frig the sago is dear.
Stand the milk thus obfslned la
on the bottom of the Jacket,
Cnlversallst Leader.
or
other
tart Juice. a cool place over night, when a thick tome to stay a while, all because they repeated
cherry, cranberry,
(2300,000. These matters being agreed ate insurgent
were so heartily welcomed. They reveal the Ideas of a designer who baa
or
cold.
Serve
hot
cream will have formed on the surto the American claims for damages
Adams sent another embassy to
nark aa advance In taste and are use- no superiors. They are the signature
Be Trustworthy Stewards.
Cherry and Quince Sousv Stem and face. Remove this and set aside for ful
would be submitted to arbitration pro- France where Napoleon had now come
In educating the little girls them- of trained talenL
stone a pint of deep red cherries; various tushes.
We do not own the things we pos- vided America would advance money Into power as first consul and oa
Sepselves to lane neatness. A fine sense
sess. There comes a time when wo to pay any damages assessed against tember 80, 1800, a new
them in a saucepan with the
place
was
f clothes is sometimes Inborn, but
hall have to give them up. They ars the Directory government of France. signed. Both parties to treaty
the treaty Juice and grated rind of a lemon, half
ftener It Is acquired unconsciously by
a cupful of quince Juice and a pint of
sacred trust from God be owns
The American envoys being some abandoned their claims for damages.
the fortunate daughter of a dlscriar
everything. We are merely stewards
for him. Why not be faithful, trustAnother Use for Concrete.
Long Railway Tunnel.
WHEN BOSTON WAS IN TROUBLE.
SUCCESSFUL.
worthy stewards T
The longest railway tunnel oa the
la the novel restoration of the fountogether with hand fagoting form the
Choosing the Blouse.
American continent la the Rogers dation of a wooden trestle at Port
trimming.
A young Welshman applied to the
In 1774, on the 1st of June, the Bos
Gee) Will See You Through.
Pass tunnel oa the Rocky Mountain Angeles, Wash, piles
Such a simple thing as the choice
dangerously
Trouble drives as to God because ton port bill went into operation. At head of a big firm in London for a division of the Canadian raclflc line, eatea
by teredoes were
of a blouse can easily make or mar
noon the harbor was closed against Job. "Where do you come from?" he which Is Ave miles In
White Trims Dark Hats.
God drives away trouble. So If trouand runs a concrete covering. Interruption by
of the appearance of a suit
Black hats and navy hats are
was asked.
When
From Llanpumpsalnt" under ML Mscdonald. length
trouble Is apt to all vessels and business was suspendble troubles yon,
in the Selkirk traffic across a bridge 2,000 feet
long rhooslng a blouse one should take par this summer .with white as a favorite
do. Just go to God and bo will see yoa ed. In a 20 days notice the citizens "What may that name mean 7" "It range. It was constructed at a coat of
being thereby avoided. Forms six feet
care to see that It is becoming trimming. There may be a white facof Boston were deprived of their means means the place of the five saints,"
through.
re than 110,000.000. .Previous to Its long and two feet square Inside were ticular
as well as appropriate to wear with ing, a wide or narrow brim, with sevof gaining a living. Indignation ran was the ready answer. "Are there Are
the Hoosac tun placed around the old piles and were l
through,
being
put
be suit. There Is one designed to eral big snowy wings springing at difWithin God's Keeping.
high throughout the colonies, contri- saints there still T "There are only nel on the Fltchburg division of the fllled with concrete
during the eight make the collars of the new coats ferent angles from one
He that takes himself out of God's butions were raised in other cities for four since I left." said the young Boston ft Main railroad, 4 miles la hours of lowest tide.
point on the
For
greater which button high at the neck more side of the crown.
hands into bis own by and by will not their relief, and the people of Marble- - Welshman. As the head of the firm length, was the longest tunnel la
concrete
of
the
forms
neignt
were
becoming. Very fine French batiste
know what to do with himself. Benja-oi- a head offered the Boston merchants the came from the same neighborhood the Assertca.
raised for further filling.
A recently
need for it. Shirred bands of the
use of their wharves.
Whlchcete.
young maa got the situation.
patented sling for Injured
ab1e tt fed with real lace and put arms is worn like a rest.
).
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Methodist Church building at Clav-towhich will cost about $J0,0uD.
The members of the fresbytenan At present the basement story will
Sunday School of Hagerman recent- be built and made ready for occuly enjoyed a picnic held at Lake Van pancy.
This will be followed by the
east of Dexter. Swimming and boat erection of the superstructure, whreh
amuse-mining were the most popular
will begin the last of October.
of the young people as well
Late
a for the older members.
Kenyon's Atlas of the World aad
the evening the merry party gathof the World War, of whiek
where a History
ered around a big bon-fir- e
a complete description will be found
dcl.cious lunch was served.
on another page, will be presented
to State Record subscribers who pay
Philathea Class Organised
not less than one full ver in ad- The young people of the M E. vance before August 1st,
church at Mills, have organized a
Philathea Class and social meetings
The national guard organization
will be held the 2nd and 4th Wedare likely to be
of
each
month.
The
nesday evenings
n.embers of the class are anticipat 40 ACRES IRRIGATED LAND near
mg a fine time and are very en- - French : under Antelope Valley Irri- tlr.'siastir.
Igation project; good agricultural
jland underlayed with coal; price
New Church Building
$1500. Address State Record, Santa
Work has commenced on the First Fe, N. M.
n,

Presbjteriaa S.

Before
FHHWHwiwtfwwiwiwinwnnnnnni'innnnnnnnno'thii
morning for Socorro.
returning ne win investigate uepm

timerrrrrirrrtrvr

complaints at Hondale and the need
(or a new spur at Columbus.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LOOGES, CHURCHES

Kenyon's Atlas of the World and
History of the World War, of which
a complete description will be found
0O ion another page, will be presented
eecooooeoooeoeooc
to State Record subscribers who pay
Tea Duust Succu
Senator J. A. McDonald, of Kelly, parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Love-- .,
I LOVE YOU
,esJ ,han one fu year in ad
The tea dansant, given the latter
as a business visitor in the city lund, on I'alace avenue three or lour
before August 1st.
idays during the week.
few days this week.
by the Woman's
When you have gone the long, long part of last week
B. Read who had served
Working Guild of the Church of the
James
road.
Mrs. Loriu C. Collins will leave. Archbishop Albert Daeger has re- for several years as cashier of the
(rood Shepherd, Episcopal, at the
Where no feet tread returning,
fer San Diego, California, the nd 'turned after touring the state for Firsi National Bank of Santi Fe And all
are filled with Elks theater in Silver City proved
nights
my
all
the and recently resigned has been
of .August, where she will spend 'hej5cveral
weeks,
visiting
quite a social affair and was very
loss,
The dansant took the
and confirming
successful,
Catholic parishes
winter.
deputy state bank examiner
And all my days with yearning;
r Iiiv.a Iprnpfl
hal all the place of the church's annual bazaar,
many hundred children.
in
andi
held
World
Mrs. Lucy Digneo, district nurse,,
the
years past. The affair was
Kenyon's Atlas of
world
during the; M;s AalIleda Norment left Thurs-wec- k History of the World War, of which
who was on the sick ligiven to raise money for defraying
heW
You
within
your
japing,
has recovered and resumed her .
for
Albuquerque a complete description will be found An(J , haye ,ost the way o mirth. expenses of the church for the en10rning
DIIUC5.
A...1 t .. A l 1. ...... n f luMniniT- -.
suing year. Many out of town peowhere she has accepted a position on another page, will De presented
how wouM you ple patronized the tea and dansant.
in the Santa Fe railway hospital to State Record subscribers who pay- Ah (ll
dear
,)(.art
Santa Fe has enjoyed a little more hs a stenographer.
not less than one full year in adknow
.
sunshine this week, however from
J
vance before August 1st.
vo know mv sorrow. Gov. Panlcey Honored Guest
isn't
season
all indications the rainy
Acting Governor B. F. Pankey has
Evanston
of
I
never
Pearl
told you of
Rann.
If
had
Miss
former
state
ever yet.
Theodore Rouault, Jr.,
accepted an invitation to attend the
Your worth ere that
Illinois is visiting her cousin Miss
Albu
to
move
will
warden,
cm. is .1..
r
picnic barbecue which takes place
here
while we walk
mc -- ra
.sue
"
r.va
yvieniiie.
... .
:
,
V
earlv next month where he So,With sunshine warmtogether
'
.'niiermie
this afternoon and evening, in honor
W. .Jtllrt, 3UIVIHV
l
Tj,.nn
above
'
r
you.
'
Mrs. Sena and daughter Miss Sena "
J'1'
of the summer school students of
iTni.iwill make his. headquarters
'irZ'Uxt,tn
I sing your nraise,
as
listen
Oh,
of the Winreturned Saturday from a two weeks
the New Mexico Normal University,
sales representative
I love you I
And
that
tell
you
,
.
PonMatinor Armi ffimnanv
The Commercial club have charge
ciitinp at Jemez Springs.
Selected.
1.
yI
r . XT
1 1. .
I he picnic
of the arrangements.
IOr ICW iWCAIW
weal 11.Ift r t
A.
and
Fisher
J.
Mrs.
daughter
.1.
A. Norment. real estate dealer
will be held at Hot Springs if the
Miss Claribel Fisher, of this city
will return this evening from
trip can be conveniently made other
City Note
Uuk, Mjss Kate Andrews has returned Capital
where he went two or three and Miss Dora Fisher, of St.
,
The members ot the Santa fe Uuh wise it will he held on the golf
aft"
business.
on
Grand
Junct'on.Co10"'10warVTl-"rnheld a very important meeting atllinks near Las Vegas.
flays atio
VahYv!from
h
at
er a very pleasant visit of several ,f,eir club house on Washington ave
J. M. Luna, corporation commis- ranch
weeks with her grandmother Mrs nue Wednesday night.
lhey are Beautiful Morning Party
sioner, is at Los Lunas on business.
I. H. Downer.
The latter accom planning to erect a fine club house
Mrs. A. Pruit, of Roswell, was hosof
the panied Miss Andrews home and is in the near future as soon as a tess at a beautiful at home party
Fe will return before the end of
Dr. A. I). Crile. president
tie week.
State Collcue, attended the meeting rapjdly recovering from a recent suitable location can be decided up- last Thursday morning in honor of
ot ihe state soldier settlement noaru
on.
The clubmen have been very her daughter Mrs. C. F. Joyce, of
Dr Jose M Diaz left a few days he'd at the capitoi Monaay. lie ar operation
About 200
successful in their membership drive Los Angeles, California,
in
afternoon
fur
the
motor
A.
in
cost
clerk
the
Phoenix,
Arizona,
Charles
rued
a;'o by
May,
city Saturday
in this city.
guests called between 9:30 and 11:30.
to join hU family for a Iwo or three
office of the state and highway enof
summer foliage and
Quantities
visit.
N A. Field land commissioner, E gineer, is in the east part o' 'In Knights of Columbus Dance
lovely flowers were used effectively
in
soldier settle- stat this week c n road busine' at
broad
norch and spa
K. Vottncr, chairman
decorating
The Knights of Columbus who will
nf Toprka. ment board, and two or- three oth "oitalcs ant Clevis and conduct! 13
Miss Mable Ken-- ,
cious rooms. Delicious refreshments'
on
work,
commence,
very,
shortly,
Kansas, arrived Saturdav to Sien ers are in
water hearing at Carlsbad as to the erection of a $100,000 building were served.
ororro auenuinm inc
101
f ver.il weeks hero while her aunt
opening of the large new hotel just ripl.ts to water n Black river
on Palace avenue, are planning to
s in Califor- Mrs. Charles llavni
Successful Picnic
;,, that thriving city.
purposes.
ete,
irrigation
give a series" of public entertain- r ia.
Seventy-fiv- e
tinll It
young people of Ros- Tl, f .fr o.r..
'
I,,.(a
B.
A.
Renehan,
the
Mi
Attorney
ntoninette Wright
Assistant,
hof(.,!well and Dexter altended the picnic
T.nk
ri
' u mti u t en charming daugliter o! Jtmge ana
given by the Rerean Sunday School
on (l,c V,. 0f juiy.
d. nt of il,e Ch.idren s 11,
Societ v Mrs K. R. Wright, who attended K. R Wright returned Saturday from
Llass of the hirst Christian church
ne lormrr reprcsr f Albuquerque was a !u iuess vmt- - scho.d in New York Citv has arrived, St. ram, Minn.,
Roswell held last week at the
I..lof
'
i.r;r:,,,
"c
in tin ciu Tue lav
'
i,l Wed
and will spend her vacation with ented the state in the argument in
h"a,on lake near Dexter. Anion,;
,
"
Armorv
a
the
at
dance
while
Bve
n s.Iav.
ilhe gasoline tax case,
Judge gion
,t,e .
features
her parents in this city.
a.l-j . entertaining
Wright represented the o.l com,a-- , 1 "csday night for the sold ers,
anH rowilf
swimnlillR
A
relatives
.
their
and
ors
marines,
case.
in
and8
same
the
of.nies
chairman
Mr. and Mrs Cilhert
iaf
eland.
Hn.l,.. II Williams,
fin,
.
.
J he dance was largely at
friends.
ieft
1
, ,
,
was' served picnic style.
of til
lie
in nation
ommissum,
,.,,.
n
,
Chicago, were the gtii-f- s
!
p
(Mv School Superintendent
.
..
Rice, of l as Cruces, arrived Sun- - a iileasant one. The excellent music D
in thr rilv several
,ill h
nr,H
"Uling
tl, Sanla ! iranH's " .." t"J",n
.
v
Scouts
ami their
.
' 1. ..l
Hoy
.4 ...... m a I
1.
. I.
!.
was TUMMMll-irt5lsuiiK me ina Mi uuiiii
M
FcOU
1'ynie. .mind I i
ter from Roswell are hav
T;,r,.s
m
inc
orcnestra.
iiunsc
eiuiauoo
ing n fine time at their ramp on
duty and grading the teachers ex-- !
the Ruidoso where they will spend
The Delphme Club will give a ? month's
animation papers. He was arom
outing. The ramp is an
dance in Ihe hall room of the l
p.inied by Mrs. Rice and Miss
ir;r:. one and the hoys have wagon
brary building tomorrow night. Al loads of eat, which is one of
the
Morrison's orchestra will play for
things in a hoy's life.
J1 Capt. Fred Mutler, W. E. Griffin, the occasion, which assures that the most
A
a
physical instructor,
Charles R Rarker, E. R. Paul, Erank event will be a success.
physician and
colored chef Accompanied the troops
Si an n. K I.. Drmshee. II. S.
.ut7.
n
Several pt gi
O. E. S. Meeting
cinns Hills and about six other
women of Santa Fe have de- - Interesting
A very
masons of Santa Fe leave this aft- - cided to organize a
interesting and enjoyable
special meeting of the Silver City
ernoon to take part in the Scottish
Woman's Club in this city for Chapter
No. .1, O. F.. S. was held a
Rite ceremonies at the funeral of social and benevolent
purposes.
few evenings agr,.
Twelve candi4 Charles E. I.owber of Albuquerque.
dates from Hurley were initated into
l ieute nant John
R. McFie, Jr , a 'Do You Know?
the
of
the
order. At the
mysteries
sizes
former Santa Fe young attorney,! That there are few defects .in om conclusion of the beautiful reremonv
ho recently returned from France, nature so glaring! as not to be veil- i ii ii r ii
was
served.
Manv
utilitymembers
He w:ll,ed from observation by politeness visiting
l;as arrived in Manila.
from the surrounding communities attended the
spend several weeks with his brother and good breeding.
session.
Kaijli on his large plantation home; That true politeness is perfect ease
'cn the Mindane Islands. On hi"s re-- and freedom. It simply consists in
as
to:
love
in
others
work
will
his
resume
turn
he
you
just
Attending G. G. Chapter
treating
& S. F.
A.
Frank A. Hawlev of
the law tirm ot Mcfie, hdwanls v be treated yourself.
That whoever pays you more court Crand Patron of the Order of
in t,is c!y- he is accustomed to pay. either Crn Star of VW Mvle
lr. i..intends to deceive you, or finds yoiijW(.rk for Seaitle. Washington to
him.
to
tend the Sixteenth Trienial
ssem- That there is no policy like poll- - dv n( ,nfl r.eneral Orand
teness: And a good manner is the of that Order Mr. Hawlev Chapter
stopped
best thing in the world, either to off at Snrmger. where he organized
a
to
one
name
or
a
ne
w
supply
good
Eastern
get
Chapter this beiti '
the want of it.
i
i,r sixth new chapter organized by
That yon should treat everybody him since the first
of the vear
Viiih politeness, even those who
rude to von for remember, that you
show conrtesv to others not because
they ate ladies or gentlemen, hut
because vou are one
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POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
with its four hundred pictures and four hundred articles each month, is bigger
and better than ever. Our correspondents in all parts of the world are
continually on the watch for new and interesting things for our readers.
POPULAR MECHANICS MA6AZINI
POR SALE BV ALL NEWSDEALERS
Ask them to show you a copy or send 20c for the latest haye, postpaid.
Yearly aub
acription &.00 to all parts of the United States. IU ponacaiiuna, Canada and Mexico.
N. MIcMsaa Avenue, CMcate. IIHsieto
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE,

It

POWER RATE
HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
Think of running' the

is a boon to women.

machine with the weaving treadle. Of doing the washing without backbreaking
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your housework.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY

PHONE

85
Cerrillos
Lump
Sugarite Lump
Cerrillos Egg
Sugarite Grate
O'Mera Lump
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
T.
Near
Depot.

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

USE THE BETTER KIND

n

It pays to supply your table with quality
food products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.
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Annual Picnic at Rogers
The citizens of Ropers, in Roose-- j
veil county are enmrdctinc arranire-- l
jnienU for their animal picnic, which
will be held on the 2nd of Anpit- t
litt that community.
For the past
ilwehc years Ropers has devoted
one dav to the entertainment of
jits friends in the county or from
abroad, and on every occasion a
cooil lime has been enjoyed by all,
jv.'io attemle.l the event A fine pro-- j
luram incl'idc addresses by nromin-- j
ITon. S. fi TVatton.
lent sprayers
district ind'.'e will deliver the prin-- l
jrifial address, a hiif hall frame, danc- -'
will en- nit? and other amusements
the pnests. The Chivis hand
jtertain
will fnrni-the music
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Plain'

The Real Thing Right Through
Put United States Tires under your car and
you'll find them the real thing.
They're built to wear to give you the kind
of economical service you want And that's

just what they do.

Hundreds of thousands of regular users will
vouch for that lots of them right around here.
There are five distinct types of United States
Tires one for every need of price or use.
We Iiavw cxactlr the ones for your car.
We know United States Tires ere good tires.

Elks First Annual Picnic
The Calltin F.Iks will hold their j
th of
first annual picnic on tlie
this nmnth ill the picturesque Tur- is
whrih
key Canvon.
beautifully si- -'
A
tnated in the 7nni mountains.
crystal stream of water flows dow;i
the canvon among the murmiirinR
pines addintr to the enchatment of the
flare. Many Attractions have been
rrovidrd for the amusement of the
Flks and F.lkettes. The Roardman
the merry
hand will accompany
jpartv and will furnish music for the
from
all
which
loyrim occasion,
ports promises to be a htimdinper.

That's why

we sell them.

Martin's Tire Shop, Santa Fe
Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile Co., R. A. Gifford, Espanola
Espanola Garage, H. T. McCurdy, Espanola
EmUe Mignardot, Moriarty

Pleasant Masonic Catherine
A recent
and very interesine
communication of Silver Citv
&
A.
Xo 8.
A. M.. was held at
F.
Silver City. It was the occasion of
a fraternal visit of the members of
Deminir
the officers of which
conferred the M. M. decree, t.arjre
delegations were present from Dem-wSanta Rita. Hurler. Tyrone and
Fort Bayard. At Ihe conclusion of
the ceremonies, a fine lunch was
served in the Elks clnh rooms by
the ladies of the Eastern Star. The
evening was a pleasant one and was
entoyed hv about ISO members of
the fraternity.
k.

Gifts AoerecSateet at Heme
Fifty-fiv- e
citizens
of Portales
presented the Baptist Orphan's Home
with a fine bneffy tnakincr it possible for the little children and their
matron to pass many happy mom-en'because of the ontinirs they
will enior in it. Hon. Isaac Barth.
of Albuorferqne. who delivered the
4th of July address in that citv.
when the committee pave him his
check for expenses requested that
s,

ther present that amount to the
compliments.
phanage with
amount was 3285.
m
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Snorty Gobbler? means PROFITS t
T
A Real OilCompany with a Real Plan t?
?
We Pay You Back Your Money Paid
for Stock whether We
Strike Oil or Not!
READ:

We own 10,000 acres of Leases in the Union
County Oil Fieldsthe United Company's well
is just north of us. In less than 30 days we
start to sell off these Leases. The money from
d
these sales is
back to you Mr. Stockholder as Dividend until your money is back in
your pocket.
Then you are on the ground floor with the
rest of us.
pro-rate-

We Start Drilling August 1st
Much of our Material is now on the Ground.
Things are Booming now in Union County.

DO IT NOW!
Because we reserve the right to withdraw
our Stock from the market at any time.
CAPITAL $100,000. '
Fully Paid.

SHARES $50.00.
Non-AMestab-

le.

The

Miss Ece Barela. enhertained her
yonn friends of Encino Saturday
very
eveninsj br sjirine: them
parry. The eveninsrs entertainment consited of rame an4
An elaborate lunch was
dancinr.
served by the hostess.

Oil and Gas Co.
Snorty Gobbler
UNION
C&E1WILLE,

COUNTY, N.

tt

?
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